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Impurity qubits" Quantum dot qubits"

Silicon spin-based quantum computing!

Silicon quantum computing material enablers !!
Isotope enrichment, Less defects, Better surfaces, Better interfaces!
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Understanding phonon relaxation in silicon qubits!
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Physics of solid-state polaritons (photon + matter)…!

•  Polariton = photon + matter excitation!

Semiconductor 
microcavity photon + 
exciton (electron-hole 

pair)!

Superconducting 
(microwave cavity-
photon + JJ qubit) 

“Circuit-QED”!

Diamond NV center 
qubit + photon cavity!
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…which enables polaritonic devices & physics!

e.g.,!JJ!QC,!cavityNQED,!lasers,!LEDs,!amplifiers,!switches!and!polarizaTon!modulators,!

accelerometers,!gradiometers,!interferometers…!

Goal: devices that enable new function or new behavior… 

Greentree, Tahan, et al 2005 

Bose-Einstein 
Condensation of 

microcavity-polaritons 

Coupled cavity-QED: 
“Solid light” 

 
•  Quantum simulators 
•  Parallel single and 

entangled photon 
sources 

•  Can I do this with 
phonons? 

Low threshold 
condensate lasers 

e.g., Yamamoto, Littlewood et al. 

Bose-Einstein Condensation and 
Superfluidity of Exciton-Polaritons

Yoshihisa Yamamoto
Stanford University

“Atoms, Cavities and Photons”
in honor of Serge Haroche on his 65th birthday

College de France, Sept. 10-12, 2009
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A Light QUID – a  
“LiQUIDs”? 

Circuit –QED 
arrays 

Houck, Schoelkopf, Girvin 

Transmon 
Quantum 

Computing+

the waveguide transmission at a temperature of 51 K when
the QD is well detuned from the cavity mode [11]. The
fraction of power coupled to the cavity from the waveguide
is given by 1! "1! r0#2 $ 0:36 where r0$2!jj=!$0:2.
Thus, the in-plane coupling rate reported here offers a good
trade-off between high cavity Q for strong coupling
and efficient cavity excitation through the waveguide.
The coupling efficiency of the grating couplers is also
measured by observing the Stark shift on the detuned
QD as a function of incident pump power, as described
in Ref. [16]. From these measurements we determine
the coupling efficiency into the waveguide from the
out-of-plane direction to be " $ 0:008. Full details of
the measurement of the cavity-waveguide coupling rate
and input coupling efficiency for the device used in this
work are provided in the Supplemental Material [18].

Figure 1(c) shows the resonant cavity scattering spec-
trum as a function of temperature when the waveguide is
excited by a broadband LED that serves as a white light
source. Light is collected directly from the cavity mode
and is measured via a grating spectrometer with a resolu-
tion of 23 #eV. As the temperature is increased, the QD
identified in Fig. 1(b) redshifts and becomes resonant with
the cavity. The scattering spectrum exhibits an anticrossing
as the QD is tuned across the cavity mode due to strong
coupling [7–10]. Figure 1(d) shows the measured scatter-
ing spectrum taken at 39 K when the QD is resonant with
the cavity, which exhibits a doublet representing the two
polariton modes. The solid line in Fig. 1(d) is a theoretical
fit assuming a Jaynes-Cummings interaction model

[11,19]. From the theoretical fit, we determine the cavity-
QD coupling strength to be g=2$ $ 13:4% 0:2 GHz, and
the QD linewidth to be %qd=2$ $ 5:8% 0:5 GHz. The fact
that g > !=4 ensures that the system is operating in the
strong coupling regime.
The nonlinearity of the device is first studied under

continuous wave excitation by injecting a second pump
field from a narrowband tunable external cavity diode into
the input grating along with the broadband LED. The pump
field is detuned from the cavity resonance by 35 GHz.
Figure 2 plots the resulting scattering spectrum, taken
when the QD is resonant with the cavity, for both
0:1 #W [panel (a)] and 14:5 #W [panel (b)] pump power,
measured after the focusing lens. The dashed red line
shows the scattering spectrum when only the pump is
present. At 14:5 #W of pump power, indirect emission
from the cavity polaritons is observed due to the inelastic
scattering of the pump laser, an effect that has been pre-
viously reported in a number of works [20–23]. The blue
curve shows the elastic scattering spectrum of the broad-
band LED when injected with the pump, where we have
subtracted the inelastic scattering contribution. At
0:1 #W, the pump field is weak and does not affect the
cavity scatter, which exhibits a dip at the bare QD resonant
frequency. As the pump power is increased to 14:5 #W,
the position of the dip induced by the QD is redshifted due
to the optical Stark effect [16,24–26]. In addition, the
contrast of the dip is partially reduced due to the saturation
of the QD by the strong pump field. These effects combine
to enable the pump field to optically modify the cavity
scatter and waveguide transmission, providing the possi-
bility for all-optical switching. We note that the contrast of
the dip in Fig. 2 is reduced as compared to Fig. 1(d). This
reduction in contrast occurs because the sample is excited
with a large LED power in order to minimize the relative
contribution of inelastic photons from the pump. The large
LED power partially saturates the QD resulting in a de-
graded contrast. In addition, it is also noted that in panel (b)
the dip in the inelastic scattering contribution does not line

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Scanning electron micrograph show-
ing a fabricated device and illustrating pump-probe measure-
ment. A pump and probe field with relative time delay !& are
injected into the waveguide via grating couplers. Probe trans-
mission depends on whether the two pulses excite the cavity
simultaneously or at different times. (b) Low power PL mea-
surement of the cavity. (c) Cavity scatter under broadband LED
excitation as a function of temperature. Dotted lines indicate the
temperature dependence of QD and the cavity. (d) Scattering
spectrum taken at 39 K when the QD is resonant with the cavity.

FIG. 2 (color online). Cavity scattering spectrum for
(a) 0:1 #W and (b) 14:5 #W pump field powers. The dashed
red line shows the cavity scattering spectrum with only the pump
field (no signal). The solid blue line shows the scattering
spectrum of the probe, with the pump scatter subtracted.
(c) Theoretical scattering spectrum as a function of incident
pump power before the grating.

PRL 108, 227402 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
1 JUNE 2012

227402-2

QD-cQED – single 
photon sources, etc. 
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Meanwhile, nano/opto-mechanics becomes a reality!
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Acoustic phonons can be very long-lived in silicon!

⇒
AcousBc+phonon++
mean+free+path+
~10+cm+at+99%+

purity+@+700+GHz+

ν long = 9330 m/s
ν tran = 5420 m/s
ρ = 2330 kg/m3

AcousBc+phonon++
mean+free+path++
~400,000+meters!++
in+natural+silicon+

@10+GHz+

Painter+et+al+~+
Q~105+at+4+GHz+~+

10s+of+mm+

Bulk+silicon+ Real++nano+
mechanical+
system+

Short+wave+length+
compared+to+light+
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One motivation for QC: Off-chip communication!

10!

Fiber+opBc+cable+
(telecom)+

Wire!

Silicon spin quantum computer chip 

GHz+1.5+
µm+ GHz+

1.5+
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=! =!
Quantum+component+
to+couple+distant+spins+
via+wire+(microwave+

regime)+

e.g.!

Proposals+for+indirect+
qubit+to+telecom+

photon+mechanical+
transducBon+via+

magneBc+or+electric+
intermediary+
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ie, a phonon equivalent 
of the cavity-polariton?"

Soykal, Ruskov, Tahan, 
PRL 107, 234402 (2011) 

(not!a!polaron,!not!a!polariton)!
Oney+Soykal+ Rusko+Ruskov+

First step: Is a direct analog of a cavity-polariton possible?!

•  While strong electron-phonon coupling is of course 
common in many situations in semiconductors and 
well studied…!

•  It is not obvious that you could have strong 
resonant coupling in the sense of cavity-QED, 
in a realizable structure!

TLS + cavity-phonon"
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Direct? Strain (deformation) modulates the energy bands!

A!phonon!is!just!a!

TmeNdependent!

strain.!

DeformaTon!

potenTal!=!

shi[!in!energy!

of!the!band!

edge!per!unit!

elasTc!strain.!

High-mobility Si and Ge structures

section also contains a brief review of the bulk properties of
Si1�xGex , which define the scope of accessible parameters
in the heterolayers. The second part is concerned with
transport and magneto-transport properties of different layer
sequences. Mobility-limiting scattering mechanisms are
discussed in connection with available experimental data.
Also, a review is given of the most recent attempts to
use the enhanced mean free paths in these materials for
the conduction of experiments in the mesoscopic and
quantum regimes. The last part is dedicated to the
application of these high-mobility heterostructures as field-
effect transistors. Based on a reasonably large body of
experimental results various layer concepts are critically
reviewed and the expected benefits for mainstream silicon
microelectronics are assessed.

2. Structural and electronic properties

2.1. Bulk properties

2.1.1. Band structure. Silicon and germanium are
the only group-IV elements that are completely miscible,
i.e. they form a continuous series of solid substitutional
solutions with gradually varying properties over the entire
composition range. The elements and the random Si1�xGex
alloys crystallize in the cubic diamond lattice with a lattice
parameter that increases almost linearly [13] with x. The
maximum mismatch amounts to 4.2% between pure Si and
pure Ge. The fundamental band gap in both Si and Ge
is indirect (table 1), and remains so for all compositions
in the Si1�xGex alloys. The conduction band minima are
sixfold degenerate in Si, where they are located along the
{100} directions near the X point (usually referred to as
1 minima), and eightfold degenerate in Ge, where they
are located at the Brillouin-zone boundary in the {111}
directions (L minima). The crossover between these two
types of band structure occurs at x = 0.85 in unstrained
(i.e. cubic) Si1�xGex alloys. The indirect bandgap at 300 K
(4.2 K) decreases monotonically from 1.11 (1.17) to 0.66
(0.74) eV as the Ge content x increases from 0 to 100%.
A distinct kink occurs at the crossover point (top curve in
figure 1). The most important structural parameters [14]
are listed in table 1.

The bandgap variation is strongly affected by strain in
the Si1�xGex crystal, a situation that occurs in most of
the thin-film applications to be discussed in the subsequent
chapters. To illustrate the span of energy gaps accessible,
the lower two curves in figure 1 show the bandgap
variations of Si1�xGex alloys grown pseudomorphically on
an Si(100) substrate. Under these conditions the in-plane
lattice constant of the substrate is conserved throughout the
alloy layer, which leads to a tetragonal distortion of the film
according to the elastic properties of the lattice. Two curves
exist because of the strain-induced heavy-hole/light-hole
splitting of the valence band maximum [15]. Evidently,
the main effects of the compressive in-plane strain are a
significant and monotonic reduction of the indirect bandgap
with increasing x, and a suppression of the aforementioned
crossover from the Si-like to a Ge-like band structure.

Experimental bandgap data are so far only available
for unstrained bulk alloys and for pseudomorphic Si1�xGex

Table 1. Selected structural parameters of unstrained bulk
silicon and germanium at room temperature [14].

Silicon Germanium

Lattice type diamond diamond
Lattice constant a0 (Å) 5.431 5.657
Direct bandgap Ed

g (eV) 3.40 0.80
Indirect bandgap Ei

g (eV) 1.11 (1) 0.664 (L)
Dielectric constant " 11.9 16.2
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Figure 1. Band gap variation of Si1�xGex alloys against Ge
content x . The top curve gives the band gap energy for
unstrained (cubic) alloys, which show a crossover from the
Si-like (conduction band minima at 1) to the Ge-like
bandstructure (conduction band minima at the L point) at
x = 0.85. The two other curves are for pseudomorphic
Si1�xGex layers on a cubic Si substrate, which leads to a
splitting of the valence band. (Reprinted with permission
from [15]; c�AIP 1985.)

films on Si substrates. For the latter case, which is
technologically important (e.g. for the Si/SiGe HBT)
the data points agree well with the calculated bandgap
variations. The more general case of fully strained
Si1�xGex layers on a relaxed Si1�yGey substrate has
been treated theoretically by several authors; however,
their results differ quite substantially, due to the different
methods used in the calculations [16]. This topic is treated
in somewhat more detail in section 2.2, which deals with
band offsets under several specific strain conditions.

2.1.2. Effective masses. A direct consequence of the
band structure is the effective transport mass both of
electrons and holes. Since the areas of constant energy
in the conduction band minima consist of six (1) and eight
(L) ellipsoids of revolution for Si and Ge, respectively,
the electrons in both materials are completely described by
two mass parameters: ml is the longitudinal mass along
the symmetry axis of the ellipsoid ({100} directions in Si,
{111} directions in Ge) and mt is the transversal mass
within the plane normal to the symmetry axis (table 2). In

1517

Here (! ,") are the polar axes of the direction of B! measured
from the #100$ direction of the crystal. % is the mass density.
This is our basic result, in a form very similar to that given
by Hasegawa.10
In Fig. 3 the effect of strain on the lowest energy levels is

shown. Here the zero-strain splittings are those of a P impu-
rity. A similar plot was given in Ref. 4, but at that time the
correct zero-strain splittings were not known. In the dot, the
energy splittings for the unstrained case would be two to
three orders of magnitude smaller &see below for a discus-
sion'.
In Fig. 4, we show the effect of strain on the relaxation

time of an electron in a P impurity potential. There are two
effects: the overall increase of the energy denominators and
the change of the ground state to a less symmetric valley
weighting. This leads to a nonmonotonic dependence of T1
on strain, but in the region of interest, the effect of strain is to
greatly increase T1, since most proposed structures have s
!"1. At large strain, only one energy denominator remains
small, that between the ground state, symmetric in the #z
valleys, and the first excited state, antisymmetric in the #z
valleys. The overlap matrix D is very small between these
two state. This reduction of the matrix element is the domi-
nant effect.
Also of interest is the dependence of T1 on the angle of

the external field, since this may serve as a diagnostic tool in
experiments to verify that the relaxation process is really due
to spin-phonon coupling. As a function of strain, this depen-

dence becomes highly anisotropic, as seen in Fig. 5. This is
due to the elimination of all but the #z valleys from the
problem at high strain. We note that the limiting value T1
!( when the external field is along a crystal axis is cut off
by intervalley scattering effects not included in the present
calculation.4
The change in the confining potential reduces the correc-

tions to the effective-mass approximation, as discussed in
Sec. III which in turn reduces the energy denominators, lead-
ing to a decrease in T1. In Friesen et al.’s structure, we have
estimated the splitttings Er"Eg using the method of Sham
and Nakayama,23 and they range from 0.05 to 0.1 meV, de-

FIG. 3. Energy of the six 1s-like donor levels of an electron
bound by a P impurity in silicon &with respect to the energy center
of gravity' vs the strain parameter s with an uniaxial stress applied
in the #100$ direction. &It is important to note for clarity that what
we call compression relative to the #100$ or growth direction is
equivalent to tension in the plane of the quantum well. This label
convention differs across fields.' For reference, s$"3 corresponds
to the compressive &s negative' strain caused in a pure silicon layer
by a Si0.8Ge0.2 sublayer. The energies are expressed in eV and the
numbers in parenthesis indicate the degeneracy of the level. The A1
&ground state, solid line' and T1 level wave functions are mixed by
strain &causing valley population intermixing' and the relaxation
rate is proportional to 1/)E . Thus, with all else equal, an increase in
strain causes the relaxation rate to decrease. For a detailed analysis
see Wilson and Feher &Ref. 4', where s here is their s! times 100, or
Koiller et al. &Ref. 24' whose notation was s$100(6*)c /+c).

FIG. 4. Relaxation rates of a P impurity bound electron in #100$
uniaxially strained silicon vs strain parameter s for a temperature of
3 K and a magnetic field H$H(cos ! cos",cos !,sin !) of 1 T in the
#111$ (!$"$,/4) and #110$ (!$,/4,"$0) directions respec-
tively. s$"3 corresponds to the strain caused in the pure silicon
layer by a Si0.8Ge0.2 sublayer.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the relaxation rate on the magnetic-field
direction, with H$H(cos ! cos",cos !,sin !), for &a' unstrained Si
and &b' compressively strained Si &corresponding to a Si0.8Ge0.2
sublayer'. The magnetic field is set at 1 T, and the temperature
is 3 K.
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Helectron− phonon = Dij
ij
∑ ε ij (r)

Dij > eV

ε ij (q, t)
phonon

[  ]

κ

Γ
g∆

anh
DeformaTon!potenTal!can!be!

quite!big!in!semiconductors!

A!phonon!can!drive!a!transiTon!of!an!

“atom”!just!like!a!photon!can.!

…Not indirectly via a magnetic field or electric potential!
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WHAT WE NEED: 
1.  Two-Level-System (“atom”) 

driven solely and directly by 
phonons (not photons) 

1.  Preferably coupled to only 1 
phonon mode 

2.  Emits into cavity mode 
preferentially 

2.  Need long-lived coherent 
phonon 
–  High Q cavity 
–  ~1 phonon limit 

3.  Need “strong” coupling 
between the TLS and the 
phonon 

g > {κ,Γ,T2*,anh}

What do we need to achieve “strong coupling” in the sense of cQED?!

Phonon 
analogue of a 
polariton: we 

call it a 
“phoniton” 

 
Want a “half 
sound, half 

matter” 
composite 

object  
in the O(1) 

phonon regime 

TLS + cavity-phonon"
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1s 

2p 

30 meV 

vl (t ) = 9000 (5400) m/s

⇒ λl (t )[3meV]=12 (7) nm

phonon 
velocity: 

[  ]
κ

Γ
g∆

anh

≡

P:Si donor
2aB ~ 5 nm

THIS we can work with. 

A1 
3 meV T2 

P:Si in [001] strained silicon 

A suitable “atom” TLS = donor valley qubit in strained silicon!

YES 

Is+a+phonon+cavity+possible+at+this+
energy?+

Valley+state+in+
strained+Si+

Note: 
Umklapp 

phonon 
transition!"
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Step graded 

Silicon-Germanium 

Si0.75Ge0.25 

Si0.75Ge0.25 

Strained Si Quantum 

Well 

(12 nm) 

Step graded SiGe 

Si cap layer 

Metal  

gates 

-V (volts) 

single electron 

wave function 

20-100 nm 

Typical quantum dot heterostructure in SiGe!

P:Si donor
2aB ~ 5 nm

•  Silicon!offers!potenTal!

for!narrow!linewidths!

!

•  Phonon!mode!and!

donor!wave!funcTon!

are!comparable!sizes!
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•  Create phonon cavity with acoustic 
distributed Bragg reflector 
–  Optimized for longitudinal phonon (in 1D case) 
–  Mixed mode for micropillar 
–  can have very high Qs even at 1 THz 
–  Already demonstrated in III-Vs 
–  Umklapp phonon transition: place donor at 

maximum displacement 

•  Similar to MBE devices already 
grown 
–  Long-lived THz acoustic DBR realized in III-Vs 

DISTRIBUTED 
BRAGG 

REFLECTOR 

DISTRIBUTED 
BRAGG 

REFLECTOR 

Proof-of-principle in SiGe heterostructure DBR-cavity!

Now+that+we+have+a+prototype,+
we+can+proceed+in+calculaBng:+

g,+κ,+Γ,+etc.+
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Total Hamiltonian with couplings to external modes 

g // P:Si TLS cavity-phonon Hamiltonian!
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g // Intervalley (Umklapp) process drives the valley qubit!
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κ // 1D and micropillar phonon cavity modes and Qs!

Phonon cavity lifetime: 

Micropillar$standing2mode$strain$waves:!

We+calculate+Q’s+and+displacement/stress+fields+for+both+
1D+and+3D+micropillar+caviBes+(for+fundamental+and+low:
lying+excited+modes).+
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2g / {Γ,κ,anh} ≈100
for Phosphorous or Lithium donor 

Maximal 
coupling in 2λ 
micropilllar 
cavity: 

Still appreciable coupling for 
diameter = 10λ$(120!nm)!for!P!

Cavity-QED versus sound-based “cQED” 

Li:Si+valley+qubit–+Smelyanskiy,1Petukhov,1Osipov1(2004)1

λl=631nm1for1Li11
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Figure 1. The phoniton system. (a) The cavity-phoniton consists of a phonon cavity—which traps preferentially a single
phonon mode (longitudinal, transverse, or mixed)—and a solid-state two-level system (e.g., a donor in a semiconductor, a
quantum dot, or a color center in diamond) placed at a maxima of the cavity phonon field. The transition matrix element
between the two levels must be dominated by the cavity phonon field and not by photon (or other) transitions. For a strongly
“dressed” phoniton—a half-phonon/half-matter composite object—to be created, the system must be in the phonon-TLS strong
coupling regime where, in analogy with photon cavity-QED, g > loss. (b) In the case of the phosphorous donor in silicon, the
lowest valley states (A1 and T2) are the active levels; their energy splittings can be controlled by the amount of strain that
the silicon is under (due to the relaxation level of the substrate layer). This can in principle be tuned from 11.7meV at zero
strain to 3meV at high strains. (c) A cavity phoniton can be constructed in a silicon heterostructure as one example explored
in detail in this paper. The Si1�xGex/Si1�yGey layers above and below the bulk, strained-silicon active layer (of length dc)
create the phonon cavity trapping a phonon of a specific wavelength (or number of wavelengths) in the central cavity in one
dimension. (d) Angular dependence of the donor-phonon coupling for the deformation potential constants of Ref. [21]. The
coupling to longitudinal phonons (red solid line) is maximal along the cavity (z-direction) and enhanced relative to the dipole
approximation (cosine) curve (thin black solid line). The coupling to transverse phonons (blue solid line) is suppressed to zero
both along the cavity and in perpendicular directions.

parameter symbol 3D optical 3D microwave 1D circuit-QED P:Si phoniton Li:Si phoniton
resonance freq. ⇧r/2⌅, ⇥/2⌅ 350THz 51GHz 10GHz 730GHz 142GHz

vacuum Rabi freq. g/⌅, g/⇧r 220MHz, 3 10�7 47 kHz, 1 10�7 100MHz, 5 10�3 2.1GHz, 1.4 10�3 13.8MHz, 4.9 10�5

cavity lifetime 1/�, Q 10 ns, 3 107 1ms, 3 108 160 ns, 104 0.22µs, 106 1.1µs, 106

TLS lifetime 1/� 61 ns 30ms 2µs 8.2 ns 22µs

atom transit time ttransit � 50µs 100µs ⌅ ⌅ ⌅
critical atom # N0 = 2��/g2 6 10�3 3 10�6 � 6 10�5 � 3 10�5 � 4 10�5

crit. pho(t,n)on # m0 = �2/2g2 3 10�4 3 10�8 � 1 10�6 � 2 10�4 � 6 10�7

# Rabi flops nRabi=
2g

�+ � ⇥ 10 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 102 ⇥ 102 ⇥ 93

Table I. Key rates and cQED parameters for optical [34], microwave [35] atomic (3D cavity), and circuit QED [36] (1D
cavity) systems versus the phoniton system. We show calculations for a ⇥-cavity (dc = ⇥) resonator with one donor inside
with a reference lateral diameter of D = ⇥l (for maximum coupling, in general the coupling strength goes as 1/

⇧
V olume),

⇧r/2⌅ = 730GHz (P:Si) or 142GHz (Li:Si), and Q = 106. Note that for the Li:Si donor, one can in principle go to smaller
lateral diameters since ⇥l ⇤ 63 nm. For the 3D optical and microwave cases, the number of Rabi flops is limited by the transit
time.
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Possible experimental setups!
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Figure 1. The phoniton system. (a) The cavity-phoniton consists of a phonon cavity—which traps preferentially a single
phonon mode (longitudinal, transverse, or mixed)—and a solid-state two-level system (e.g., a donor in a semiconductor, a
quantum dot, or a color center in diamond) placed at a maxima of the cavity phonon field. The transition matrix element
between the two levels must be dominated by the cavity phonon field and not by photon (or other) transitions. For a strongly
“dressed” phoniton—a half-phonon/half-matter composite object—to be created, the system must be in the phonon-TLS strong
coupling regime where, in analogy with photon cavity-QED, g > loss. (b) In the case of the phosphorous donor in silicon, the
lowest valley states (A1 and T2) are the active levels; their energy splittings can be controlled by the amount of strain that
the silicon is under (due to the relaxation level of the substrate layer). This can in principle be tuned from 11.7meV at zero
strain to 3meV at high strains. (c) A cavity phoniton can be constructed in a silicon heterostructure as one example explored
in detail in this paper. The Si1�xGex/Si1�yGey layers above and below the bulk, strained-silicon active layer (of length dc)
create the phonon cavity trapping a phonon of a specific wavelength (or number of wavelengths) in the central cavity in one
dimension. (d) Angular dependence of the donor-phonon coupling for the deformation potential constants of Ref. [21]. The
coupling to longitudinal phonons (red solid line) is maximal along the cavity (z-direction) and enhanced relative to the dipole
approximation (cosine) curve (thin black solid line). The coupling to transverse phonons (blue solid line) is suppressed to zero
both along the cavity and in perpendicular directions.

parameter symbol 3D optical 3D microwave 1D circuit-QED P:Si phoniton Li:Si phoniton
resonance freq. ⇧r/2⌅, ⇥/2⌅ 350THz 51GHz 10GHz 730GHz 142GHz

vacuum Rabi freq. g/⌅, g/⇧r 220MHz, 3 10�7 47 kHz, 1 10�7 100MHz, 5 10�3 2.1GHz, 1.4 10�3 13.8MHz, 4.9 10�5

cavity lifetime 1/�, Q 10 ns, 3 107 1ms, 3 108 160 ns, 104 0.22µs, 106 1.1µs, 106

TLS lifetime 1/� 61 ns 30ms 2µs 8.2 ns 22µs

atom transit time ttransit � 50µs 100µs ⌅ ⌅ ⌅
critical atom # N0 = 2��/g2 6 10�3 3 10�6 � 6 10�5 � 3 10�5 � 4 10�5

crit. pho(t,n)on # m0 = �2/2g2 3 10�4 3 10�8 � 1 10�6 � 2 10�4 � 6 10�7

# Rabi flops nRabi=
2g

�+ � ⇥ 10 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 102 ⇥ 102 ⇥ 93

Table I. Key rates and cQED parameters for optical [34], microwave [35] atomic (3D cavity), and circuit QED [36] (1D
cavity) systems versus the phoniton system. We show calculations for a ⇥-cavity (dc = ⇥) resonator with one donor inside
with a reference lateral diameter of D = ⇥l (for maximum coupling, in general the coupling strength goes as 1/

⇧
V olume),

⇧r/2⌅ = 730GHz (P:Si) or 142GHz (Li:Si), and Q = 106. Note that for the Li:Si donor, one can in principle go to smaller
lateral diameters since ⇥l ⇤ 63 nm. For the 3D optical and microwave cases, the number of Rabi flops is limited by the transit
time.
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An aside concerning terminology: Polariton? Polaron? Phoniton?!

Polarons, 
acoustic 

polarons, …"
Different usage 

& physics."
NO."

Polaron+effect+(“hole+
polaron”)+is+just+a+

renormalizaGon+of+the+energy+
levels+due+to+phonon(s).+

And1hundreds1more1papers….1

Definitely 
polariton-like."

A polariton?"
NO." Polariton2like$modes,$but$driven$by$phonons$not$photons.$
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Call it whatever you want,!
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Now that we know it’s possible, can think of “better” systems…!

ω!=!3.6!GHz!

cated in Fig. 1. They have an L1-like conduction-band mini-
mum, to the right of X-L1 band-structure crossover, and thus
have the same g factor as the Si0.15Ge0.85 T layer. The pur-
pose of the B layers is to confine the donor electrons and
prevent them from tunneling away and becoming lost. The
energy height of the barrier need only be comparable to the
donor binding energy, !20 meV to fulfill this task. On the
other hand the Si0.4Ge0.6 D layer and the Si0.15Ge0.85 T layer
should have no energy barrier between them, so that the g
factor can be freely tuned. Thus the D layer and the T layer
are selected at compositions straddling the X-L1 crossover in
Figure 1, so that their respective conduction band energies
ED and ET are the same. A schematic tuning curve for our
proposed spin-resonance transistor is shown in Fig. 4. As the
spin-resonance transistors are tuned in and out of resonance
with the radio-frequency field, the electron spin can be
flipped, or subjected to a phase change.
The wave-function distortion during tuning is shown for

the left side transistor in Fig. 5. The confinement barriers of

composition B Si0.23Ge0.77 , play an important role. They
must confine the qubit donor electrons for long periods of
time, or the carriers and their quantum information will be
lost. For that purpose the B-barrier layers each need to be
about 200 Å thick, for a carrier lifetime comparable to the
!1-h T1 spin-lattice relaxation for electron-spin flips. The
two layers combined would total about 400 Å, well within
the practical strain limit "33# of !1000 Å for growth of a
23% compositionally strained alloy. The D and T layers have
thicknesses similar to the aB ,z vertical Bohr radius, and con-
tribute only slightly to the strain burden.
If one uses alloys grown in the $001% direction instead,

the numbers become even more favorable. Figure 6 shows
the conduction-band structure in the Si-Ge alloys, grown in
the $001% direction "33#, compositionally strained from neu-
tral strain at 100% Ge. In this growth direction, the L band
remains unsplit, and the X band splits up into a doubly de-
generate X2 band and a quadruply degenerate X4 band. As
can be seen, the conduction-band energy changes much more
rapidly as a function of alloy composition for the $001%
growth direction. Moreover, the X2 and L bands cross over
at approximately 90% Ge instead of 70% as in the Ge $111%
case. This allows us to select alloys with much lower strain,
while obtaining a barrier height of 50 meV, more than twice
the barrier height obtained in the $111% direction. Conse-
quently the layers can be made thinner, while still preventing
tunneling of the dopant electron and the strain tolerance is
significantly improved. The corresponding band-structure
diagram for the $001%-oriented SRT is shown in Fig. 7. How-
ever, in the $100% direction, the g factor is equal to the av-
erage value, g!1.563, so that the tuning range for the spin
resonance frequency is less than in the $111% case, as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 8.
The use of the $001% growth direction comes at the ex-

pense of an increased effective mass in the xy plane and a
lighter mass in the z direction. The conduction-band ellipsoid
pointing in the $111% direction is 55° away from the $001%

FIG. 4. A schematic of the dependence of the spin-resonance
frequency on the transistor gate voltage. As the electrons are pulled
toward the positive gate electrode and into the more Ge-rich alloy
compositions, the heterobarrier B layer prevents the donors from
becoming completely ionized. At intermediate gate voltages, the g
factor can be tuned from g!1.998 to 0.823. The frequencies on the
vertical axis correspond to a magnetic field of 2 T. The two-qubit
tuning range will be explained in Sec. V.

FIG. 5. The left transistor gate is biased V"0, producing single-
qubit unitary transformations in the left SRT. The right gate is
unbiased: V!0. The n-Si0.4Ge0.6 ground plane is counterelectrode
to the gate, and it also acts as FET channel for sensing the spin.

FIG. 6. The conduction-band energy in Si-Ge alloys, composi-
tionally strained in the $001% direction, from neutral strain at 100%
Ge. The L valley has four minima that remain degenerate. The X
valley has six minima along the cubic directions, that are split be-
tween X4 and X2. The compositions D , T , and B are much less
strained than in the $111% case, and allow for higher barrier heights
to confine the dopant electron. For this crystal orientation, the g
factor in the Ge-rich T and B layers is g!1.563.

ELECTRON-SPIN-RESONANCE TRANSISTORS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 012306

012306-5

Diamond and other defects!

Germanium!

Quantum Dots 

 

Figure 1: Sample layout  

Overview of the sample layout, with zoom-in SEM micrographs in false-color of an Interdigital Transducer 
(IDT) and the SET. The SET is deposited in-between the two IDTs, at a distance d1=2252µm from IDTleft 
and d2=651µm from IDTright. The IDTs are lithographically identical, each with 160 fingers of length 
WIDT=320µm and a period of λ0=3.12µm. IDTleft is connected to an RF source, and generates SAW equally 
in the left and right direction (left micrograph) when excited by a signal near the IDT resonance frequency. 
When the right-going wave (solid red arrow) meets the grounded IDTright, it reflects back towards IDTleft 
(blue arrow), where it reflects again. In this way, an acoustic cavity mode builds up between the two IDTs. 
The right micrograph shows the SET, with the island colored green and the gate leads yellow. The island 
has an area of ASET=1.4×0.4µm2, and when the SAW passes underneath it, the island is polarized by the 
piezoelectric charge in this area. The polarization is proportional to the vertical displacement uz (magnified 
by ~1010 for the purpose of illustration). 

For improved bandwidth and sensitivity, the SET was operated in the RF mode8, i.e. embedded in an LC-
circuit and probed with an RF signal. The reflection coefficient  of the circuit is modulated by the induced 
charge qind on the SET island, giving a transfer function Γ0(qind) which is periodic in the electron charge e 
(Fig. 2b, black). Throughout this Letter, we denote the SET response by Γ, which is the absolute RF-SET 
reflection coefficient, normalized so that Γ0(qind) fits in a [0,1] interval. 

Charge can be induced on the SET island both by the SAW and by an external voltage Vg on a gate 
capacitor Cg; qind=qg+qSAW with qg=VgCg. Since the SAW frequency is lower than the intrinsic bandwidth 
of the SET (BWSET≈14GHz), but much higher than the RF-SET’s bandwidth (BWLC≈8MHz), the SAW 
manifests as a smearing of the transfer function Γ0(qind). Once Γ0(qind) is known, the corresponding 
transfer function Γ(qg,qSAW) in the presence of SAW can be calculated for any qSAW (See Supplementary 
Methods II). 

The same type of diagram is obtained also for an RF signal that couples capacitively to the SET with no 
mechanical intermediary, but time-resolved measurements clearly show that the coupling is acoustic, and 
that the direct electrical interaction between the IDT and the SET is negligible (see below). The 
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Really want a system for “on-chip” phonodynamics!

Want compatibility with 
phononic bandgap on-chip 
systems 
•  Nanomechanical resonators – 

strong coupling, ground state 
cooling at 20 K, phonon lifetimes 
20 microseconds, Q>10^5 
realized – in silicon"

•  P:Si prototype phoniton ~ 730 
GHz ""

•  1-150 Ghz practical 
(demonstrated)"

•  Need a compatible transition"

•  Immediate realization 
possible"

ω!=!16!GHz!

Impurity!
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Look to the acceptor: long-lived hole qubits in silicon!

•  “Good” charge qubit based 
on acceptor levels!
–  P3/2 valance band, 4-fold 

degenerate!
–  Degeneracy split by electric 

field or strain or B-field"
–  Kramers doublets with B=0, 

mJ=+-1/2 and mJ=+-3/2!
•  Long-range electric-dipole coupling 

between accepter qubits limits T2 
in bulk samples!

Golding et al. 
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From acceptor energy levels to qubits!
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From acceptor energy levels to qubits!
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From acceptor energy levels to qubits!
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•  ~200!nm!silicon!on!insulator!(SOI)!

•  eBeam!lithography!(400nm!–!5000!

nm!wavelengths)!

•  Undercut!via!etching!
•  Acceptor!via!light!pNdoped!silicon!

(or!implantaTon?)!–!don’t!need!

precise!placement!

•  Place!at!max!strain$

To+Do:+
1.  Understand!splitng!of!acceptor!

levels!with!fields!

2.  Show!that!strong!coupling!is!possible!
(calculate!g,!relaxaTon,!Q,!etc.)!

3.  Predict!measurement!results!(Rabi!

splitng,!etc…)!

4.  Show!how!to!do!measurements![  ]

κ

Γ
g∆

anh

ωc

phonons!

O. Painter-inspired nanomechanical cavities!

Ruskov,!Tahan,!arxiv.org/1208.1776!!
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2

(Fig. 1b) are larger than the middle splitting by 3g0
2

g0
1

' 0.09.
For a field HHH tilted away from the crystal axis [0,0,1], the
qubit splitting is weakly angle dependent.

Alternatively, a second qubit arrangement is possible with
mechanical stress in addition to the magnetic field. Mechan-
ical stress lifts the ground state degeneracy only partially:
e.g., for stress along the crystal growth ẑ-direction (Fig. 1c),
states |±3/2i and |±1/2i remain degenerate. Providing the
stress causes an energy splitting larger than the splitting due
to magnetic field HHHz, the level configuration in Fig. 1b rear-
ranges so that the lowest (qubit) levels will be |f0

1i = |�1/2i,
|f0

2i = |1/2i. This forms an alternate qubit, decoupled from
phonons to first order; however, coupling can be switched on
via electric field (see below). The effect of strain is described
by the Bir-Pikus Hamiltonian15:

H
e

= a0 Tre

ab

+b0
exx J2

x +
d0
p

3
exy {JxJy}+ + c.p. (1)

The renormalized deformation potential constants a0,b0,d0 for
acceptor B:Si can be estimated in the effective mass approx-
imation (EMA)15, or extracted from experiment17; the lat-
ter gives b0 = �1.42 ± 0.05eV, d0 = �3.7 ± 0.4eV. Using
H

e

, we estimate a splitting of dE
e

⇡ 1 � 10GHz for exter-
nal stress in the range of ⇠ 105 � 106 Pa. Such stress can be
created in tensioned nanomechanical structures/membranes,
improving also the mechanical Q-factor8,19. A much larger
stress (& 107 Pa) is possible due to a nearby (random) crys-
tal defect20 or for [0,0,1] strain due to a SiGe substrate. The
resulting splitting in the few hundred GHz range effectively
suppresses the qubit-phonon coupling.

Strong coupling of acceptor to confined acoustic phonon.
In order to calculate the qubit-phonon coupling (Methods) we
consider a quantized phonon field in addition to any classical
field. The coupling of the qubit {|3/2i, |1/2i}, is calculated to
a plane wave mode evac x

x

x

(s)
qqq e�iqqq·rrr with polarization x

x

x

(s)
qqq and

energy ~v
s

q, that proved to be a good estimation of coupling
to modes with realistic boundary conditions14 (Fig. 1c). The
relevant matrix element is proportional to the “phonon vac-

uum field” strain, evac ⌘
⇣

~
2rV v

s

q

⌘1/2
(r is the mass density,

v
s

is sound velocity, and V is the mode volume). For long-
wave acoustic phonons, the coupling is (the acceptor is placed
at maximum strain of the nanomechanical cavity):

g3/2,1/2
s

= d0
✓

~ws0s

8r~2V v2
s

◆1/2
8

<

:

cosq,s = t1
icos2q,s = t2
�isin2q,s = l

9

=

;

e�ij, (2)

where the polar angles of the wave vector qqq are with respect
to ẑ-direction. Thus, the mode t2 has a maximum along the
phonon cavity (q ⇡ p/2), Fig. 1c. An alternative is to have
an in-plane magnetic field HHHx along the crystal [1,0,0] x̂-
direction (the latter is chosen to be along the phonon cavity):
both modes t1, t2 (now at q ⇡ 0) are preferably coupled to the
cavity. The maximal coupling g3/2,1/2

max,s scales as
p

ws0s/V µ

p

q/V , as expected for a (1s ! 1s) transition. Taking a cavity
volume V ' dl

2 (d = 200nm is the Si membrane thickness)

we get coupling in the range g/2p ' 0.4�21MHz for the fre-
quencies of 1 � 14GHz (Table 1). The other allowed transi-
tion |3/2i ! |�1/2i (at twice the qubit frequency) is well de-
tuned, while the transitions |3/2i ! |�3/2i, |1/2i ! |�1/2i
are phonon forbidden (Fig. 1b).

Generally, when the in-plane magnetic field has some an-
gle q0 with the cavity (crystal x-axis), all transitions are al-
lowed. Also, the qubit coupling to a preferably confined cav-
ity phonon will change. As a qualitative example, consider a
plane wave transverse mode t1 (or t2) along the x-axis (q ⇡ 0):
the coupling will change in the same way as in Eq. (2), with q

replaced by q0. This allows manipulation of the qubit-cavity
coupling by rotation of the magnetic field.

Acceptor qubit relaxation rate. The qubit relaxation in the
cavity is bounded by the bulk phonon emission rate Grelax . G,
and reads:

G12(q0) =
E3

12
20pr~4

n

d02(cos2 2q0 +1)
h

2/3v5
l +1/v5

t

i

+b02 sin2 2q0

h

2/v5
l +3/v5

t

io

; (3)

here the contribution of longitudinal phonons is only a few
percent (speeds of sound in Si: vl ' 1.7 ⇥ vt = 8.99 ⇥
103 m s�1) and results in Table 1 are for q0 = 0. Note that the
coupling in this case can be switched off (e.g. for a t1-mode
along x̂-direction, at q0 = p/2) while the relaxation cannot.

For the alternate qubit, {|�1/2i, |1/2i}, the stress and mag-
netic field are parallel along the growth ẑ-direction (Fig. 1c).
Here both coupling and relaxation are zero in the absence of
electric field and can be switched on using non-zero elec-
tric field EEEz in the same direction (Methods). It can be
shown that the qubit-phonon coupling is given by the same
Eq.(2) multiplied by a coupling factor, a function of the
splitting ratios rh ⌘ dEH

dE
e

, re ⌘ dEE
dE

e

: f (rh,re) = (
pz+z� �

1)/
p

(1+ z+)(1+ z�), with z± = (1 ±
p

(1⌥ rh)2 + r2
e ⌥

rh)2/r2
e . Thus, e.g. for rh = 0.5 � 0.9 this factor reaches

⇡ 0.25�0.65 for some optimal value of the electric field split-
ting, re . 1, which allows strong qubit-cavity coupling.

The relaxation time (Table 1) is comparable to T1,T2
measurements23 in bulk Si at low B:Si doping (8⇥1012 cm�3

or 500nm acceptor spacing), where T1,exp ' 7.4µs and
T ⇤

2,exp ' 2.6µs. While bulk T ⇤
2 is limited by electric-

dipole interacceptor coupling24, both T1, T2 may improve for
defect-free samples17,18, isotopically purified Si25, and single
acceptors20; T1 may also improve in nanomembranes (d ⌧ l)
due to phase-space suppression. Finally, the relaxation to pho-
tons is strongly suppressed since (vt/c)3 ⇡ 10�15.

Phonon cavity loss. In the 1D/2D-phononic bandgap Si
nanomembranes considered here (Fig. 1c), the main cavity
loss mechanism is due to (fabrication) symmetry-breaking ef-
fects, coupling the cavity mode to unconfined modes, and also
due to cavity surface defects26. Bulk loss mechanisms are
negligible in the GHz frequency range14,26. The cavity Q-
factor for frequencies of one to few tens GHz can be engi-
neered in the range of 104 �105, or even higher9,26.

Collecting all calculations in Table 1, one finds that strong
resonant coupling is possible: g12 � G12,k in a wide fre-
quency range, allowing a number of Rabi flops, ⇠ 30 � 100.
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Finally, we mention the possibility for electric field split-
ting. For weak field EEE the linear Stark effect is possible:

HEEE =
2pEp

3
(Ex{JyJz}+Ey{JzJx}+Ez{JxJy}) , (2)

since an ion impurity reduces the cubic symmetry (Td ⇥ I) to
Td (and thus, there is no invariance under inversion)20. The
transition electric dipole moment, pE , can be extracted from
experiments: bulk (dielectric absorption) measurements22

give pE ' 0.26D, where D = 3.336 ⇥ 10�30 C m stands for
Debye (unit for e.d.m.); this is supported by single accep-
tor transport experiments27 where pE = 0.16�0.87D. These
values imply that a splitting of 1GHz requires a strong elec-
tric filed of the order of 105 �106V/m, which is achievable in
nanodevices.

Strong coupling of acceptor to confined acoustic phonon.
We account for coupling to a quantized phonon field start-
ing from the Bir-Pikus Hamiltonian19, derived for an uniform
classical strain field:

H
e

= a0 Tre

ab

+b0

(J2

x � 5
4

Î)exx +(J2
y � 5

4
Î)eyy

+(J2
z � 5

4
Î)ezz

�
+

2d0
p

3
[{JxJy}exy

+{JyJz}eyz +{JzJx}ezx] , (3)

where the symmetric strain tensor e

ab

transforms as {k
a

k
b

}
under the qubic group. The renormalized deformation poten-
tials constants a0,b0,d0 for acceptor B:Si can be estimated in
the EMA19, or extracted from experiment21; the latter gives
b0 = �1.42 ± 0.05eV, d0 = �3.7 ± 0.4eV in agreement with
independently measured (and then renormalized) free hole
values28.

In order to calculate the qubit-phonon coupling we consider
a quantized phonon field in addition to any classical field that
causes the splitting of the acceptor ground state. For low-
energy acoustic phonons the quantized phonon Hamiltonian,
Ĥph, has the same form as Eq.(3), with the strain operator
êi j(rrr) = 1

2

⇣
∂ui
∂r j

+
∂u j
∂ri

⌘
expressed via the quantized mechan-

ical displacement: uuu(rrr) =
Âqqq,s

⇣
uuuqqqs

(rrr)bqqqs

+uuu⇤
qqqs

(rrr)b†
qqqs

⌘
.

The mode normalization is
R

d3rrr uuu⇤
qqqs

(rrr)uuuqqqs

(rrr) = ~
2rwqqqs

, so

that b†
qqqs

creates a phonon in the mode (qqq,s) with energy ~wqqqs

(r is the mass density of the material). The vector qqq denotes
a collective index of the discrete phonon mode defined via the
phonon cavity boundary conditions and mode volume V .

Similar to cavity QED the phonon-acceptor coupling
~gs0s

qqqs

⌘ hs0;qqqs|Hph|si enters in a Jaynes-Cummings Hamilto-

nian (see, e.g. Ref.3): Hg ⇡ ~gs0s
qqqs

⇣
s

+
s0sbqqq,s +s

�
s0sb

†
qqq,s

⌘
, where

we only retain the resonant cavity phonon, and s

+
s0s ⌘ |s0ihs|

refers to the relevant acceptor transition.
We calculate the coupling to a plane wave mode, uuuqqqs

(rrr) =
⇣

~
2rV wqqqs

⌘1/2
x

x

x

(s)
qqq e�iqqq·rrr of a phonon with wave vector qqq and

polarization x

x

x

(s)
qqq , which proved to be a good estimation of

coupling to modes with realistic boundary conditions3. The

relevant matrix element h3/2;qqqs|Ĥph|1/2i for the lowest Zee-
man levels |f1i = |3/2i and |f2i = |1/2i is proportional to

the “phonon vacuum field”,
⇣

~
2rV wqqqs

⌘1/2
. The other al-

lowed phonon transition |3/2i ! |� 1/2i (at roughly twice
the qubit frequency) is well detuned, while the transitions
|3/2i ! |�3/2i, |1/2i ! |�1/2i are phonon forbidden. For
long wave acoustic phonons, using standard parametrization
for the polarizations x

x

x

(s)
qqq , the coupling reads:

g3/2,1/2
s

= d0
✓

~ws0s

8r~2V v2
s

◆1/2
8
<

:

cosq,s = t1
icos2q,s = t2
�isin2q,s = l

9
=

;e�ij,

(4)
where the polar angles of the wave vector qqq are with respect
to the [0,0,1] (ẑ) direction (chosen to be along the phonon
bandgap cavity). The transverse mode t1, has maximum cou-
pling along the z-axis, q = 0,p and zero at q = p/2; t2-
mode has additional maximum at q = p/2 and it is zero at
q = p/4,3p/4; in the same time the longitudinal mode is max-
imal at q = p/4,3p/4 and it is zero at q = 0,p/2,p. The
maximal coupling g3/2,1/2

max,s scales as
p

wqqq/V ⇠
p

q/V , as ex-
pected for a (1s ! 1s) transition. Taking the energy splitting
for a field of 1 Tesla (14GHz) and considering a cavity volume
V ' dl

2 (here d = 200nm is the thickness of the Si mem-
brane) we get the coupling g14GHz/2p = 29.5MHz; we delib-
erately have chosen a lowest energy splitting of 1GHz, where
temperature effects at dilution fridge temperatures (20mK)
are still small, and get g1GHz/2p = 0.56MHz.

Acceptor relaxation rate. The total emission rate is
calculated from Eq. (4) via the Golden Rule: G

(s)
ge =

Âqqq
2p

~2 |V ge
qqq,s|2d(wqqq,s � wge). For the 1/2 ! 3/2 transition one

obtains the total emission rate20:

G12 =
d02E3

12
10pr~4v5

t

"
1+

2
3

✓
vt

vl

◆5
#

(5)

in which the contribution of longitudinal phonons is only
about 5% (since vl ' 1.7vt = 8.99⇥103 m s�1). For the split-
ting, e.g., of E12 = 14GHz = 0.579µeV (Zeeman splitting at
1Tesla) we get G12/2p = 2.15MHz, so G12 ⌧ g.

For the second allowed phonon transition, �1/2 ! 3/2, we
obtain:

G

s

13 =
E3

13
8pr~4v5

s

8
<

:

5
15 [d02 + 3

4 b02], s = t1
1
15 [d02 +3b02], s = t2
4
15 [d02 +3b02], s = l

. (6)

For a Zeeman splitting E13 ' 2E12 = 28GHz, and we get
G13/2p = 10.5MHz for further reference.

Given a mode volume of the order of l

3, the maximal cou-
pling in (4) scales with the energy splitting as ⇠ E2 while
the spontaneous emission rate scales as ⇠ E3. This sets a
maximal qubit energy splitting at which g ' Grelax: Emax

12 =

5
4d0

q
r~3v5

t
p

' 200GHz. The phonon relaxation time calcu-
lated from Eq.(4) ranges from 200µs (at 1GHz) to 3.2µs
(at 4GHz), etc. This is roughly compatible to recent ex-
perimental measurements in bulk Si samples at low Boron

3

parameter symbol circuit-QED Quant Dot-QED B:Si (1 GHz) B:Si (4 GHz) B:Si (8 GHz) B:Si (1 Tesla)
resonance freq. wr/2p 5.7GHz 325THz 1GHz 4GHz 8GHz 14GHz
vac. Rabi freq. g/2p 105MHz 13.4GHz 0.41MHz 3.27MHz 9.26MHz 21.4MHz
cavity lifetime 1/k,Q 0.64µs, 104 5.5ps, 1.2104 15.9µs, 105 4µs 2µs 1.14µs
qubit lifetime 1/G 84ns 27ps 386.5µs 6µs 0.75µs 0.14µs
critical atom # 2Gk/g2 . 8.610�5 . 1.87 . 4.910�5 . 210�4 . 3.910�4 . 6.910�4

crit. phonon # G

2/2g2 . 1.610�4 . 9.410�2 . 5.110�7 . 3.210�5 . 2.610�4 . 1.410�3

# Rabi flops 2g/(k+G) ⇠ 98 ⇠ 0.8 ⇠ 79 ⇠ 99 ⇠ 64 ⇠ 34
cavity volume V 10�6

l

3 - 0.037l

3 0.148l

3 0.296l

3 0.52l

3

wavelength l 5.26 cm 921nm 5400nm 1350nm 675nm 385nm
dispersive coupling c ⌘ g2/D 17MHz – 0.04MHz 0.33MHz 0.93MHz 2.14MHz
peaks’ resolution 2c/G ⇠ 6 – ⇠ 199 ⇠ 25 ⇠ 9 ⇠ 4

# of peaks 2c/k ⇠ 70 – ⇠ 8 ⇠ 16 ⇠ 23 ⇠ 31

TABLE I. Key rates and parameters for circuit-QED21 (1D cavity), Quantum dot(QD)-QED22 (InAs QD embedded in a GaAs photonic
crystal) vs. the B:Si phoniton system in a patterned Si membrane (of thickness d = 200nm) phononic bandgap cavity; we show calculations
for maximal coupling at frequencies of 1GHz, 4GHz, 8GHz, and 14GHz, for cavity volume V = dl

2 and Q = 105. The limiting frequency
for strong dispersive coupling is reached at ⇡ 21GHz, when c = G. Number of Rabi flops, dispersive coupling, and dressed state’s resolution
parameters, 2c/G, 2c/k, are comparable to that in circuit-QED and significantly surpass semiconductor quantum dots.

Here, a frequency of 1GHz is the limit for T ' 20mK un-
less an active cavity cooling is performed9. Different energy
scaling of the coupling and qubit relaxation sets a maximal

energy splitting: Emax
12 = 5

4d0

q

r~3v5
t

p

⇡ 200GHz. At such high
frequencies the limiting factor would be the significant dete-
rioration of the cavity Q-factor. Still, e.g., at 14GHz even
Q = 103 leads to strong coupling.

Observing the vacuum Rabi splitting. A suitable observable
could be the averaged phonon cavity field amplitude |hb̂i|,
which we have calculated, Fig. 2a-d, in the so-called “two-
state approximation”27. On Fig. 2a we show the field ampli-
tude spectrum for wa = wr = 8GHz as two Rabi peaks at ±g
vs. external phonon driving frequency wd , while Fig. 2c shows
the “anticrossing picture” of the spectra at different acceptor-
resonator detuning Dar. Here the left resonance width and
(normalized) height are GL = sin2

Q0G+cos2
Q0k and cosQ0,

respectively, while for the right resonance they are obtained
via sinQ0 $ cosQ0, with tan(2Q0) = 2g/Dar.

Another experimental option to observe the dressed reso-
nance(s) is to sweep the qubit detuning (via the HHH-field) while
keeping the probe input in resonance with the phonon cavity,
Fig. 2d. As seen from Fig. 2c, the field amplitude will exhibit
a resonant dip; it is shown for four different cavity frequen-
cies, wr = 1, 4, 8, 14GHz. For large detuning the resonance
is approximately a Lorentzian (Fig. 2d) with a full width at
half maximum, {fwhm} ⇡ g2/k (a weak dependence on the
qubit relaxation G is suppressed for strong couplings).

With increasing temperature the Rabi peak width will be
broadened28 by the factor 1 + 2nth and the peak height will
decrease by 2pst � 1, where pst = (1 + nth)/(1 + 2nth) is the
ground state occupation number. These expressions are appli-
cable at low temperatures, when the average thermal phonon
number nth ⌘ 1/(exp [~wr/kBT ]� 1) is small (nth . 0.2 see,
e.g., Ref.29). For wr/2p = 8GHz the Rabi peaks will be
seen at 350mK, but are negligible at 1K (Fig. 2b). Actu-
ally, at higher temperatures, when nth & 1, the lowest dressed
states become saturated and in addition to these there will ap-
pear two broadened peaks (inside the Rabi doublet, Fig. 2a),
roughly at frequencies ±g[

p
n+1�

p
n], n ⇡ nth, so that at 1K

these peaks will dominate over the Rabi peaks29. These peaks
could be a first quantum signature of acceptor-resonator cou-
pling, when experiments are performed at the relatively high
temperature of 1K.

Measurement via photons and standard techniques. The
phonon probing can be performed using a recently proposed
phonon-to-photon translator (PPT)30 that can be realized on
the same patterned Si nanomembrane with a simultaneous
photon/phonon bandgap structure, Fig. 1c. The translator al-
lows for optical measurement techniques to be applied to
phononic components. We show in Fig. 2e a schematic of the
experiment, designed to measure the phonon cavity field am-
plitude hb̂i via a heterodyne optical measurement28. To be
able to scan around the mechanical resonance wr, one needs
optical frequency resolution (at w/2p ⇡ 200THz30) better
than the dressed state peak width, (G+k)/2p ⇡ 30�150kHz,
(at wr/2p ' 4 � 8GHz, Table 1). This can be achieved by
stabilization of the external photon probe to a bandwidth
of tens of kHz. In the on-chip implementation of the PPT
interface no photon should be allowed to enter the phoni-
ton system, to avoid ionization of the acceptor (Methods).
However, the estimated ionization cross section is small,
sphot ⇡ 8.6⇥10�23 m2, since interband transitions are forbid-
den: ~w ' 0.82eV < indirect bandgap in Si, and due to the
final state energy suppression, ⇠ 1/E3.5

f . (For 10 photons in
the cavity volume dl

2 one gets an acceptor lifetime of 12µs,
assuming maximum photon-acceptor overlap.) Note that ion-
ization can be further suppressed in regions of low photon in-
tensity.

The strong dispersive coupling regime is also reachable.
The dispersive coupling, c ⌘ g2/Dar, ranges from 0.04MHz
to 2.14MHz for the frequencies presented (Table 1). Since the
conditions Dar � 10g (dispersive regime) and g2/DarGrelax � 1
(good resolution of phonon number peaks) can be well ful-
filled in the GHz range, this would allow an experiment on
resolving the number states in the phononic cavity. In the dis-
persive regime one can apply two tones (as in circuit-QED21):
here, one tone is a phonon probe at wd , slightly detuned from
the resonator frequency wr (Fig. 2e). The second (spectro-

3

parameter symbol circuit-QED Quant Dot-QED B:Si (1 GHz) B:Si (4 GHz) B:Si (8 GHz) B:Si (1 Tesla)
resonance freq. wr/2p 5.7GHz 325THz 1GHz 4GHz 8GHz 14GHz
vac. Rabi freq. g/2p 105MHz 13.4GHz 0.41MHz 3.27MHz 9.26MHz 21.4MHz
cavity lifetime 1/k,Q 0.64µs, 104 5.5ps, 1.2104 15.9µs, 105 4µs 2µs 1.14µs
qubit lifetime 1/G 84ns 27ps 386.5µs 6µs 0.75µs 0.14µs
critical atom # 2Gk/g2 . 8.610�5 . 1.87 . 4.910�5 . 210�4 . 3.910�4 . 6.910�4

crit. phonon # G

2/2g2 . 1.610�4 . 9.410�2 . 5.110�7 . 3.210�5 . 2.610�4 . 1.410�3

# Rabi flops 2g/(k+G) ⇠ 98 ⇠ 0.8 ⇠ 79 ⇠ 99 ⇠ 64 ⇠ 34
cavity volume V 10�6

l

3 - 0.037l

3 0.148l

3 0.296l

3 0.52l

3

wavelength l 5.26 cm 921nm 5400nm 1350nm 675nm 385nm
dispersive coupling c ⌘ g2/D 17MHz – 0.04MHz 0.33MHz 0.93MHz 2.14MHz
peaks’ resolution 2c/G ⇠ 6 – ⇠ 199 ⇠ 25 ⇠ 9 ⇠ 4

# of peaks 2c/k ⇠ 70 – ⇠ 8 ⇠ 16 ⇠ 23 ⇠ 31

TABLE I. Key rates and parameters for circuit-QED21 (1D cavity), Quantum dot(QD)-QED22 (InAs QD embedded in a GaAs photonic
crystal) vs. the B:Si phoniton system in a patterned Si membrane (of thickness d = 200nm) phononic bandgap cavity; we show calculations
for maximal coupling at frequencies of 1GHz, 4GHz, 8GHz, and 14GHz, for cavity volume V = dl

2 and Q = 105. The limiting frequency
for strong dispersive coupling is reached at ⇡ 21GHz, when c = G. Number of Rabi flops, dispersive coupling, and dressed state’s resolution
parameters, 2c/G, 2c/k, are comparable to that in circuit-QED and significantly surpass semiconductor quantum dots.

Here, a frequency of 1GHz is the limit for T ' 20mK un-
less an active cavity cooling is performed9. Different energy
scaling of the coupling and qubit relaxation sets a maximal

energy splitting: Emax
12 = 5

4d0

q

r~3v5
t

p

⇡ 200GHz. At such high
frequencies the limiting factor would be the significant dete-
rioration of the cavity Q-factor. Still, e.g., at 14GHz even
Q = 103 leads to strong coupling.

Observing the vacuum Rabi splitting. A suitable observable
could be the averaged phonon cavity field amplitude |hb̂i|,
which we have calculated, Fig. 2a-d, in the so-called “two-
state approximation”27. On Fig. 2a we show the field ampli-
tude spectrum for wa = wr = 8GHz as two Rabi peaks at ±g
vs. external phonon driving frequency wd , while Fig. 2c shows
the “anticrossing picture” of the spectra at different acceptor-
resonator detuning Dar. Here the left resonance width and
(normalized) height are GL = sin2

Q0G+cos2
Q0k and cosQ0,

respectively, while for the right resonance they are obtained
via sinQ0 $ cosQ0, with tan(2Q0) = 2g/Dar.

Another experimental option to observe the dressed reso-
nance(s) is to sweep the qubit detuning (via the HHH-field) while
keeping the probe input in resonance with the phonon cavity,
Fig. 2d. As seen from Fig. 2c, the field amplitude will exhibit
a resonant dip; it is shown for four different cavity frequen-
cies, wr = 1, 4, 8, 14GHz. For large detuning the resonance
is approximately a Lorentzian (Fig. 2d) with a full width at
half maximum, {fwhm} ⇡ g2/k (a weak dependence on the
qubit relaxation G is suppressed for strong couplings).

With increasing temperature the Rabi peak width will be
broadened28 by the factor 1 + 2nth and the peak height will
decrease by 2pst � 1, where pst = (1 + nth)/(1 + 2nth) is the
ground state occupation number. These expressions are appli-
cable at low temperatures, when the average thermal phonon
number nth ⌘ 1/(exp [~wr/kBT ]� 1) is small (nth . 0.2 see,
e.g., Ref.29). For wr/2p = 8GHz the Rabi peaks will be
seen at 350mK, but are negligible at 1K (Fig. 2b). Actu-
ally, at higher temperatures, when nth & 1, the lowest dressed
states become saturated and in addition to these there will ap-
pear two broadened peaks (inside the Rabi doublet, Fig. 2a),
roughly at frequencies ±g[

p
n+1�

p
n], n ⇡ nth, so that at 1K

these peaks will dominate over the Rabi peaks29. These peaks
could be a first quantum signature of acceptor-resonator cou-
pling, when experiments are performed at the relatively high
temperature of 1K.

Measurement via photons and standard techniques. The
phonon probing can be performed using a recently proposed
phonon-to-photon translator (PPT)30 that can be realized on
the same patterned Si nanomembrane with a simultaneous
photon/phonon bandgap structure, Fig. 1c. The translator al-
lows for optical measurement techniques to be applied to
phononic components. We show in Fig. 2e a schematic of the
experiment, designed to measure the phonon cavity field am-
plitude hb̂i via a heterodyne optical measurement28. To be
able to scan around the mechanical resonance wr, one needs
optical frequency resolution (at w/2p ⇡ 200THz30) better
than the dressed state peak width, (G+k)/2p ⇡ 30�150kHz,
(at wr/2p ' 4 � 8GHz, Table 1). This can be achieved by
stabilization of the external photon probe to a bandwidth
of tens of kHz. In the on-chip implementation of the PPT
interface no photon should be allowed to enter the phoni-
ton system, to avoid ionization of the acceptor (Methods).
However, the estimated ionization cross section is small,
sphot ⇡ 8.6⇥10�23 m2, since interband transitions are forbid-
den: ~w ' 0.82eV < indirect bandgap in Si, and due to the
final state energy suppression, ⇠ 1/E3.5

f . (For 10 photons in
the cavity volume dl

2 one gets an acceptor lifetime of 12µs,
assuming maximum photon-acceptor overlap.) Note that ion-
ization can be further suppressed in regions of low photon in-
tensity.

The strong dispersive coupling regime is also reachable.
The dispersive coupling, c ⌘ g2/Dar, ranges from 0.04MHz
to 2.14MHz for the frequencies presented (Table 1). Since the
conditions Dar � 10g (dispersive regime) and g2/DarGrelax � 1
(good resolution of phonon number peaks) can be well ful-
filled in the GHz range, this would allow an experiment on
resolving the number states in the phononic cavity. In the dis-
persive regime one can apply two tones (as in circuit-QED21):
here, one tone is a phonon probe at wd , slightly detuned from
the resonator frequency wr (Fig. 2e). The second (spectro-
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Resolving photon number states in a superconducting
circuit
D. I. Schuster1*, A. A. Houck1*, J. A. Schreier1, A. Wallraff1{, J. M. Gambetta1, A. Blais1{, L. Frunzio1, J. Majer1,
B. Johnson1, M. H. Devoret1, S. M. Girvin1 & R. J. Schoelkopf1

Electromagnetic signals are always composed of photons,
although in the circuit domain those signals are carried as voltages
and currents on wires, and the discreteness of the photon’s energy
is usually not evident. However, by coupling a superconducting
quantumbit (qubit) to signals on amicrowave transmission line, it
is possible to construct an integrated circuit in which the presence
or absence of even a single photon can have a dramatic effect. Such
a system1 can be described by circuit quantum electrodynamics
(QED)—the circuit equivalent of cavity QED, where photons
interact with atoms or quantum dots. Previously, circuit QED
devices were shown to reach the resonant strong coupling regime,
where a single qubit could absorb and re-emit a single photon
many times2. Here we report a circuit QED experiment in the
strong dispersive limit, a new regime where a single photon has
a large effect on the qubit without ever being absorbed. The hall-
mark of this strong dispersive regime is that the qubit transition
energy can be resolved into a separate spectral line for each photon
number state of the microwave field. The strength of each line is a
measure of the probability of finding the corresponding photon
number in the cavity. This effect is used to distinguish between
coherent and thermal fields, and could be used to create a photon
statistics analyser. As no photons are absorbed by this process, it
should be possible to generate non-classical states of light by mea-
surement and perform qubit–photon conditional logic, the basis
of a logic bus for a quantum computer.

Cavity QED3 is a test-bed system for quantum optics4 that allows
investigationof fundamental questions about quantummeasurement
and decoherence, and enables applications such as squeezed light
sources and quantum logic gates. To achieve it, an atom is placed
between two mirrors, forming a cavity that confines the
electromagnetic field and enhances the atom–photon interaction
strength. Cavity QED can be characterized by this interaction
strength, g, and the atom cavity detuning, D, resulting in several
regimes that we represent with the parameter space diagram in
Fig. 1. Resonance occurswhen the detuning is less than the interaction
strength (D, g, blue region in Fig. 1), allowing real excitations to be
exchanged between the atom and the cavity, resulting in phenomena
such as enhanced spontaneous emission into the cavity mode (the
Purcell effect5). The resonant strong coupling regime of cavityQED is
achieved when the coupling rate, g, is larger than the inverse atom
transit time through the cavity, 1/T, and larger than the decay rates of
the atom, c, and the cavity, k. In this regime, the photon and atom are
coherently coupled, and a single photon is periodically absorbed and
re-emitted (the vacuum Rabi oscillations) at a rate 2g. Strong coup-
ling has traditionally been studied in atomic systems using alkali
atoms6, Rydberg atoms7, or ions8,9. More recently, strong coupling

with solid state systems has been achieved with superconducting cir-
cuits2,10,11 and approached in semiconducting quantum dots12,13. The
resonant strong regime of cavity QED is interesting because the joint
system becomes anharmonic, allowing experiments in nonlinear
optics and quantum information at the single photon level.

In the dispersive (off-resonant) limit, the atom cavity detuning is
larger than the coupling, D? g, and only virtual photon exchange is
allowed, keeping the atom and photon largely separable (red and
white regions in Fig. 1). The atom (photon) now acquires only a
small photonic (atomic) component of magnitude (g/D)2, and an
accompanying frequency shift, 2x5 2g2/D. In this case, the dispersive
and rotating wave approximations apply, and the system is described
to second order in g/D by the quantum version of the a.c. Stark
hamiltonian1:
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Figure 1 | A parameter space diagram for cavity QED. The space is
described by the atom–photon coupling strength, g, and the detuning D
between the atom and cavity frequencies, normalized to the rates of decay
represented by C5max[c, k, 1/T]. Different cavity QED systems, including
Rydberg atoms, alkali atoms, quantum dots, and circuit QED, are
represented by dashed horizontal lines. The dark green filled circle
represents the parameters used in this work. In the blue region the qubit and
cavity are resonant, and undergo vacuum Rabi oscillations. In the red, weak
dispersive, region the a.c. Stark shift g2/D,C is too small to dispersively
resolve individual photons, but a QNDmeasurement of the qubit can still be
realized by usingmany photons. In the white regionQNDmeasurements are
in principle possible with demolition less than 1%, allowing 100 repeated
measurements. In the green region single photon resolution is possible but
measurements of either the qubit or cavity occupation cause larger
demolition.
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Electromagnetic signals are always composed of photons,
although in the circuit domain those signals are carried as voltages
and currents on wires, and the discreteness of the photon’s energy
is usually not evident. However, by coupling a superconducting
quantumbit (qubit) to signals on amicrowave transmission line, it
is possible to construct an integrated circuit in which the presence
or absence of even a single photon can have a dramatic effect. Such
a system1 can be described by circuit quantum electrodynamics
(QED)—the circuit equivalent of cavity QED, where photons
interact with atoms or quantum dots. Previously, circuit QED
devices were shown to reach the resonant strong coupling regime,
where a single qubit could absorb and re-emit a single photon
many times2. Here we report a circuit QED experiment in the
strong dispersive limit, a new regime where a single photon has
a large effect on the qubit without ever being absorbed. The hall-
mark of this strong dispersive regime is that the qubit transition
energy can be resolved into a separate spectral line for each photon
number state of the microwave field. The strength of each line is a
measure of the probability of finding the corresponding photon
number in the cavity. This effect is used to distinguish between
coherent and thermal fields, and could be used to create a photon
statistics analyser. As no photons are absorbed by this process, it
should be possible to generate non-classical states of light by mea-
surement and perform qubit–photon conditional logic, the basis
of a logic bus for a quantum computer.

Cavity QED3 is a test-bed system for quantum optics4 that allows
investigationof fundamental questions about quantummeasurement
and decoherence, and enables applications such as squeezed light
sources and quantum logic gates. To achieve it, an atom is placed
between two mirrors, forming a cavity that confines the
electromagnetic field and enhances the atom–photon interaction
strength. Cavity QED can be characterized by this interaction
strength, g, and the atom cavity detuning, D, resulting in several
regimes that we represent with the parameter space diagram in
Fig. 1. Resonance occurswhen the detuning is less than the interaction
strength (D, g, blue region in Fig. 1), allowing real excitations to be
exchanged between the atom and the cavity, resulting in phenomena
such as enhanced spontaneous emission into the cavity mode (the
Purcell effect5). The resonant strong coupling regime of cavityQED is
achieved when the coupling rate, g, is larger than the inverse atom
transit time through the cavity, 1/T, and larger than the decay rates of
the atom, c, and the cavity, k. In this regime, the photon and atom are
coherently coupled, and a single photon is periodically absorbed and
re-emitted (the vacuum Rabi oscillations) at a rate 2g. Strong coup-
ling has traditionally been studied in atomic systems using alkali
atoms6, Rydberg atoms7, or ions8,9. More recently, strong coupling

with solid state systems has been achieved with superconducting cir-
cuits2,10,11 and approached in semiconducting quantum dots12,13. The
resonant strong regime of cavity QED is interesting because the joint
system becomes anharmonic, allowing experiments in nonlinear
optics and quantum information at the single photon level.

In the dispersive (off-resonant) limit, the atom cavity detuning is
larger than the coupling, D? g, and only virtual photon exchange is
allowed, keeping the atom and photon largely separable (red and
white regions in Fig. 1). The atom (photon) now acquires only a
small photonic (atomic) component of magnitude (g/D)2, and an
accompanying frequency shift, 2x5 2g2/D. In this case, the dispersive
and rotating wave approximations apply, and the system is described
to second order in g/D by the quantum version of the a.c. Stark
hamiltonian1:
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Figure 1 | A parameter space diagram for cavity QED. The space is
described by the atom–photon coupling strength, g, and the detuning D
between the atom and cavity frequencies, normalized to the rates of decay
represented by C5max[c, k, 1/T]. Different cavity QED systems, including
Rydberg atoms, alkali atoms, quantum dots, and circuit QED, are
represented by dashed horizontal lines. The dark green filled circle
represents the parameters used in this work. In the blue region the qubit and
cavity are resonant, and undergo vacuum Rabi oscillations. In the red, weak
dispersive, region the a.c. Stark shift g2/D,C is too small to dispersively
resolve individual photons, but a QNDmeasurement of the qubit can still be
realized by usingmany photons. In the white regionQNDmeasurements are
in principle possible with demolition less than 1%, allowing 100 repeated
measurements. In the green region single photon resolution is possible but
measurements of either the qubit or cavity occupation cause larger
demolition.
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Electromagnetic signals are always composed of photons,
although in the circuit domain those signals are carried as voltages
and currents on wires, and the discreteness of the photon’s energy
is usually not evident. However, by coupling a superconducting
quantumbit (qubit) to signals on amicrowave transmission line, it
is possible to construct an integrated circuit in which the presence
or absence of even a single photon can have a dramatic effect. Such
a system1 can be described by circuit quantum electrodynamics
(QED)—the circuit equivalent of cavity QED, where photons
interact with atoms or quantum dots. Previously, circuit QED
devices were shown to reach the resonant strong coupling regime,
where a single qubit could absorb and re-emit a single photon
many times2. Here we report a circuit QED experiment in the
strong dispersive limit, a new regime where a single photon has
a large effect on the qubit without ever being absorbed. The hall-
mark of this strong dispersive regime is that the qubit transition
energy can be resolved into a separate spectral line for each photon
number state of the microwave field. The strength of each line is a
measure of the probability of finding the corresponding photon
number in the cavity. This effect is used to distinguish between
coherent and thermal fields, and could be used to create a photon
statistics analyser. As no photons are absorbed by this process, it
should be possible to generate non-classical states of light by mea-
surement and perform qubit–photon conditional logic, the basis
of a logic bus for a quantum computer.

Cavity QED3 is a test-bed system for quantum optics4 that allows
investigationof fundamental questions about quantummeasurement
and decoherence, and enables applications such as squeezed light
sources and quantum logic gates. To achieve it, an atom is placed
between two mirrors, forming a cavity that confines the
electromagnetic field and enhances the atom–photon interaction
strength. Cavity QED can be characterized by this interaction
strength, g, and the atom cavity detuning, D, resulting in several
regimes that we represent with the parameter space diagram in
Fig. 1. Resonance occurswhen the detuning is less than the interaction
strength (D, g, blue region in Fig. 1), allowing real excitations to be
exchanged between the atom and the cavity, resulting in phenomena
such as enhanced spontaneous emission into the cavity mode (the
Purcell effect5). The resonant strong coupling regime of cavityQED is
achieved when the coupling rate, g, is larger than the inverse atom
transit time through the cavity, 1/T, and larger than the decay rates of
the atom, c, and the cavity, k. In this regime, the photon and atom are
coherently coupled, and a single photon is periodically absorbed and
re-emitted (the vacuum Rabi oscillations) at a rate 2g. Strong coup-
ling has traditionally been studied in atomic systems using alkali
atoms6, Rydberg atoms7, or ions8,9. More recently, strong coupling

with solid state systems has been achieved with superconducting cir-
cuits2,10,11 and approached in semiconducting quantum dots12,13. The
resonant strong regime of cavity QED is interesting because the joint
system becomes anharmonic, allowing experiments in nonlinear
optics and quantum information at the single photon level.

In the dispersive (off-resonant) limit, the atom cavity detuning is
larger than the coupling, D? g, and only virtual photon exchange is
allowed, keeping the atom and photon largely separable (red and
white regions in Fig. 1). The atom (photon) now acquires only a
small photonic (atomic) component of magnitude (g/D)2, and an
accompanying frequency shift, 2x5 2g2/D. In this case, the dispersive
and rotating wave approximations apply, and the system is described
to second order in g/D by the quantum version of the a.c. Stark
hamiltonian1:
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Figure 1 | A parameter space diagram for cavity QED. The space is
described by the atom–photon coupling strength, g, and the detuning D
between the atom and cavity frequencies, normalized to the rates of decay
represented by C5max[c, k, 1/T]. Different cavity QED systems, including
Rydberg atoms, alkali atoms, quantum dots, and circuit QED, are
represented by dashed horizontal lines. The dark green filled circle
represents the parameters used in this work. In the blue region the qubit and
cavity are resonant, and undergo vacuum Rabi oscillations. In the red, weak
dispersive, region the a.c. Stark shift g2/D,C is too small to dispersively
resolve individual photons, but a QNDmeasurement of the qubit can still be
realized by usingmany photons. In the white regionQNDmeasurements are
in principle possible with demolition less than 1%, allowing 100 repeated
measurements. In the green region single photon resolution is possible but
measurements of either the qubit or cavity occupation cause larger
demolition.
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How do we actually do the measurement?!

41!

•  Coherent phonon 
source?"
–  Analogous to microwave 

sources in circuitQED!
–  Heterodyne/homodyne!

•  Hole transport?!
–  spectroscopy!

•  STM probe?!
–  Spin dependent tunneling?!
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1) Use quantum optics and a photon-phonon translator!

42!

•  How to probe phonon/donor physics w/o “phonon industry”?!
•  Usa a quantum coherent Photon-Phonon Translator"

N!Amir!H.!SafaviNNaeini,!Oskar!Painter!(2010)!
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Making a photon-phonon translator!
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•  PPT!introduced!by!Painter!group!(Caltech)!
•  Extension!of!optomechanical!coupling/cooling!physics!

•  Input:!weak!signal!(probe)!and!strong!pump!(to!saTsfy!energy!

conservaTon!and!increase!conversion!efficiency)!

•  TranslaTon!efficiency!can!approach!100%!(92%!internal!already!

achieved!in!doubleNPPT!device)!
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The PPT (via an intro to optomechanics)!
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2) Go all phonon, all on chip: a SAW+SET system in silicon?!

Towards the quantum regime with propagating acoustic waves: Local probing 
in a GHz echo chamber 

Martin Gustafsson†, Paulo V. Santos††, Göran Johansson† and Per Delsing† 

†Microtechnology and Nanoscience, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden 

††Paul-Drude-Institut für Festkörperelektronik, Berlin, Germany 

 

In the same way that micro-mechanical resonators resemble guitar strings and drums, Surface 
Acoustic Waves (SAW) resemble the sound these instruments produce, but moving over a solid 
surface rather than through air. In recent pioneering experiments, the displacements of string-like 
resonators have been measured near the quantum mechanical limit1,2 and a drum-like resonator 
has been made to vibrate quantum-coherently with a superconducting qubit3. Propagating 
mechanical waves, on the other hand, have not been studied at this ultimate level, for good reasons: 
They are elusive to their very nature, and the displacement due to an unconfined phonon is too 
small to detect with conventional capacitive and optical techniques. Here, we demonstrate local and 
time-resolved probing of propagating surface acoustic waves with a displacement sensitivity of 
30amRMS/√Hz, at a mechanical frequency of 932MHz. The improvement is three orders of 
magnitude compared to previous studies of SAW4,5. Extreme displacement sensitivity has been 
achieved in other systems, but only at lower frequencies, where optical probing techniques are 
efficient6,7. The high sensitivity allows us to resolve pulses below the single-phonon level, using 
averaging, and we project that single-shot resolution is feasible at the level of single propagating 
phonons. Our probe is a piezoelectrically coupled RF-SET8, which is sufficiently fast, non-
destructive and localized to let us track an acoustic pulse as it echoes back and forth in a long 
acoustic cavity, interfering with itself and ringing the cavity up and down. The combination of high 
operating frequency and low dissipation is crucial for quantum experiments, a segment where SAW 
technology excels. By strong coupling to quantum circuits and read-out on the single-phonon level, 
we project that the unique features of SAW will lead to novel quantum hybrids. Acoustic coupling 
to superconducting qubits and quantum investigations of phonon-phonon collisions are some of the 
exciting prospects. 

Surface acoustic waves exist on scales ranging from the microscopic to the seismic and resemble ripples 
on a pond, but traversing the surfaces of solids. SAW with wavelengths down to the sub-micrometer 
range can be efficiently generated and controlled on a piezoelectric chip, using lithographically fabricated 
transducers and gratings. The waves experience low losses during propagation and reflection, allowing 
them to be harnessed for a variety of electro-mechanical microwave applications, including acoustic delay 
lines, resonators and filters9. Conventional photolithography limits the frequency of commercial SAW 
devices to around f=3GHz, but much higher frequencies can be obtained using more advanced techniques.  

When one aims to control individual quanta, a high operating frequency f is essential regardless of the 
specific system, since the quantum energy h f (where h is Planck’s constant) must well exceed the thermal 
energy (hf>>kBT≈20mK×kB≈400MHz×h for conventional cooling methods). To reach sufficiently high 
displacement sensitivity to detect single phonons in a mechanical system, it is desirable to keep the 
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Figure 1: Test device for silicon-only SAW transducer, top and side views.

II. A PROPOSED TEST DEVICE STRUCTURE

A further literature search needs to be done, but given the potential interest/importance of this effect it may be
worth doing an experiment. I believe typical structures used for quantum computing would be easily modified to do
an experiment to show that a SAW in silicon is possible WITHOUT a piezoelectric thin film, for example.

• An initial proof of concept SAW transducer in silicon test devices would be 2 SAW interdigitated transducers
(IDTs) separated by some distance: one creates the SAW via application of rf on it, the other serves as the
detector (See Figure 1)

• With the proposed mechanism a SAW IDT would be very similar to those constructed in GaAs except for:

– It must include another top gate to load the electrons into the inversion layer (the top gate in Figure 1).
We assume undoped structures.

– It must include ohmic contact/sources to load the electrons from.
– It should include negative bias gate to prevent (if desired) electrons from moving in between the two IDTs.

• Design of the SAW

– For quantum computing applications, it would be ideal to target the ~4 GHz regime.
– However, MHz regimes may be easier (certainly on lithography) - I’m not sure what regime current SAWs

usually operate at (kHz to at most a few Ghz).
– Apply rf to one side of IDT and ground to the other.
– The frequency of the SAW is related to the interdigitator spacing by f = �SAW /vs.
– The speed of sound in silicon is vl = 9000 m/s, vt = 5400 m/s (the latter being appropriate here).

E.g.,%use%piezoelectric%thin%film%to%generate%phonons% 

Figure 1: Sample layout  

Overview of the sample layout, with zoom-in SEM micrographs in false-color of an Interdigital Transducer 
(IDT) and the SET. The SET is deposited in-between the two IDTs, at a distance d1=2252µm from IDTleft 
and d2=651µm from IDTright. The IDTs are lithographically identical, each with 160 fingers of length 
WIDT=320µm and a period of λ0=3.12µm. IDTleft is connected to an RF source, and generates SAW equally 
in the left and right direction (left micrograph) when excited by a signal near the IDT resonance frequency. 
When the right-going wave (solid red arrow) meets the grounded IDTright, it reflects back towards IDTleft 
(blue arrow), where it reflects again. In this way, an acoustic cavity mode builds up between the two IDTs. 
The right micrograph shows the SET, with the island colored green and the gate leads yellow. The island 
has an area of ASET=1.4×0.4µm2, and when the SAW passes underneath it, the island is polarized by the 
piezoelectric charge in this area. The polarization is proportional to the vertical displacement uz (magnified 
by ~1010 for the purpose of illustration). 

For improved bandwidth and sensitivity, the SET was operated in the RF mode8, i.e. embedded in an LC-
circuit and probed with an RF signal. The reflection coefficient  of the circuit is modulated by the induced 
charge qind on the SET island, giving a transfer function Γ0(qind) which is periodic in the electron charge e 
(Fig. 2b, black). Throughout this Letter, we denote the SET response by Γ, which is the absolute RF-SET 
reflection coefficient, normalized so that Γ0(qind) fits in a [0,1] interval. 

Charge can be induced on the SET island both by the SAW and by an external voltage Vg on a gate 
capacitor Cg; qind=qg+qSAW with qg=VgCg. Since the SAW frequency is lower than the intrinsic bandwidth 
of the SET (BWSET≈14GHz), but much higher than the RF-SET’s bandwidth (BWLC≈8MHz), the SAW 
manifests as a smearing of the transfer function Γ0(qind). Once Γ0(qind) is known, the corresponding 
transfer function Γ(qg,qSAW) in the presence of SAW can be calculated for any qSAW (See Supplementary 
Methods II). 

The same type of diagram is obtained also for an RF signal that couples capacitively to the SET with no 
mechanical intermediary, but time-resolved measurements clearly show that the coupling is acoustic, and 
that the direct electrical interaction between the IDT and the SET is negligible (see below). The 

Nature$Physics!(2012)!
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Something!similar!in!silicon?!
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“Quantum optics” signatures: Observing the Rabi splitting (T=0)!
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What temperature do the peaks disappear?!
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FIG. 3: (a) Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) cavity transmission (same data as in Fig. 2(c)) shown for applied S
n

=
�221.5 dBm/Hz (bottom) to �190 dBm/Hz (top) in steps of 4.5 dBm/Hz. Extracted thermal photon numbers n

th

and cavity
temperatures T

c

are indicated. (b) Measured qubit excited state population P
e

as a function of the resonant cavity interaction
time ⌧ (dots) and master equation simulation (lines) for S

n

= �214 dBm/Hz to �202 dBm/Hz in steps of 3 dBm/Hz. (c),
Similar measurement as in (b) with qubit prepared in the excited state for S

n

= �214 dBm/Hz. Inset: Vacuum Rabi pulse
sequence.

in the linear response limit. The three damping terms
model the loss of cavity photons at rate , the intrin-
sic relaxation of the transmon excited state |ei at rate �
and the creation of cavity photons due to a thermal bath
with occupation n

th

. D is the usual Lindblad damping
superoperator. Note that neither qubit dephasing nor an
independent qubit thermal bath has significant influence
on the agreement between the theory and the presented
spectroscopic results. Therefore, these two terms have
been omitted. Equation (1) is solved by exact diago-
nalization and the transmission spectrum is calculated
similar to Ref. [3].
We observe that the measured and calculated spec-

tra agree very well over a large range of applied thermal
noise powers (Fig. 3). This allows to extract the e↵ec-
tive cavity field temperature (Fig. 4). For mean thermal
photon numbers n

th

>⇠ 30 the accuracy of our numeri-
cal calculations is limited by the finite size of the Hilbert
space spanned by 200 resonator states and 6 transmon
states. In the large photon number limit the qubit only
negligibly perturbs the empty cavity Lorentzian spec-
trum [Fig. 2(c)], because the cavity and cavity dissipation
terms in Eq. (1) scale linearly with n, while the qubit
photon coupling term scales only with

p
n, see also [18].

In the limit where the coupling is smaller than the damp-
ing

p
ng

g,e

< n the dominant terms in Eq. (1) describe
a damped harmonic oscillator with a Lorentzian spec-
trum. A classical harmonic oscillator is furthermore a
good description of our cavity QED system if the rel-

ative
p
n nonlinearity, i.e. the frequency shift due to

the qubit, is smaller than the relevant dissipation rate
2 g

g,e

(
p
n + 1 � p

n) < . For large photon numbers
these two criteria are equivalent and in our experiment,
the classical limit is entered for mean thermal photon
numbers n

th

> (g
g,e

/)2 ⇡ 280.
We have also performed time domain vacuum Rabi os-

cillation measurements in the presence of thermal pho-
tons. In these experiments, we first detune the qubit from
the resonator by 0.5GHz where the applied quasi ther-
mal noise is filtered and does not a↵ect the qubit state.
We then apply an amplitude shaped current pulse I

dc

via
an on-chip flux line, see sample and setup in Fig. 1, to
tune the qubit in resonance with the cavity field for a
variable time ⌧ , see pulse sequence in inset of Fig. 3(c).
The qubit excited state population P

e

is then determined
in a dispersive measurement [19].

For the lowest cavity temperatures we observe low con-
trast, long coherence vacuum Rabi oscillations induced
by the weak thermal field only [Fig. 3(b)]. When the
number of thermal photons is increased the amplitude of
the coherent oscillations increases while their coherence
time decreases, which is expected for a thermal distribu-
tion of photon numbers. At long interaction times ⌧ , the
qubit population shows a temperature dependent satu-
ration that approaches the value of 0.5 when the qubit
is strongly driven by the thermal field at high tempera-
tures. We have repeated the experiment preparing the
qubit initially in the excited state using a ⇡-pulse and

Fink…Wallraff,!PRL!105,!

163601!(2010)!!

Our+calculaBons+for+phonon/acceptor+cavity:+ CircuitNQED!experiment:!

(assuming!two!state!approximaTon!and!full!

equilibrated!phonon!cavity)!
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An even easier way to measure g!
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•!Sweep!the!qubit!detuning!(via+
the+B:field)!while!keeping!the!
probe!input!in!resonance!with!the!

phonon!cavity!
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Acceptor ionization and possibility of active cooling!
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Cooling+to+ground+
state+at+20+K+

~0.2!K!

What!about!using!

optomechanical!cooling?!

•!OpTcal!phonon!~!0.82!eV!

•!Si!bandgap!~!1.1!eV!

•!B:Si,!EA!~!0.044!eV!

•!mA!~!0.23!me!

!

τ phot =
2V

nccσ phot

3

parameter symbol circuit-QED Quant Dot-QED B:Si (1 GHz) B:Si (4 GHz) B:Si (8 GHz) B:Si (1 Tesla)
resonance freq. wr/2p 5.7GHz 325THz 1GHz 4GHz 8GHz 14GHz
vac. Rabi freq. g/2p 105MHz 13.4GHz 0.41MHz 3.27MHz 9.26MHz 21.4MHz
cavity lifetime 1/k,Q 0.64µs, 104 5.5ps, 1.2104 15.9µs, 105 4µs 2µs 1.14µs
qubit lifetime 1/G 84ns 27ps 386.5µs 6µs 0.75µs 0.14µs
critical atom # 2Gk/g2 . 8.610�5 . 1.87 . 4.910�5 . 210�4 . 3.910�4 . 6.910�4

crit. phonon # G

2/2g2 . 1.610�4 . 9.410�2 . 5.110�7 . 3.210�5 . 2.610�4 . 1.410�3

# Rabi flops 2g/(k+G) ⇠ 98 ⇠ 0.8 ⇠ 79 ⇠ 99 ⇠ 64 ⇠ 34
cavity volume V 10�6

l

3 - 0.037l

3 0.148l

3 0.296l

3 0.52l

3

wavelength l 5.26 cm 921nm 5400nm 1350nm 675nm 385nm
dispersive coupling c ⌘ g2/D 17MHz – 0.04MHz 0.33MHz 0.93MHz 2.14MHz
peaks’ resolution 2c/G ⇠ 6 – ⇠ 199 ⇠ 25 ⇠ 9 ⇠ 4

# of peaks 2c/k ⇠ 70 – ⇠ 8 ⇠ 16 ⇠ 23 ⇠ 31

TABLE I. Key rates and parameters for circuit-QED21 (1D cavity), Quantum dot(QD)-QED22 (InAs QD embedded in a GaAs photonic
crystal) vs. the B:Si phoniton system in a patterned Si membrane (of thickness d = 200nm) phononic bandgap cavity; we show calculations
for maximal coupling at frequencies of 1GHz, 4GHz, 8GHz, and 14GHz, for cavity volume V = dl

2 and Q = 105. The limiting frequency
for strong dispersive coupling is reached at ⇡ 21GHz, when c = G. Number of Rabi flops, dispersive coupling, and dressed state’s resolution
parameters, 2c/G, 2c/k, are comparable to that in circuit-QED and significantly surpass semiconductor quantum dots.

Here, a frequency of 1GHz is the limit for T ' 20mK un-
less an active cavity cooling is performed9. Different energy
scaling of the coupling and qubit relaxation sets a maximal

energy splitting: Emax
12 = 5

4d0

q

r~3v5
t

p

⇡ 200GHz. At such high
frequencies the limiting factor would be the significant dete-
rioration of the cavity Q-factor. Still, e.g., at 14GHz even
Q = 103 leads to strong coupling.

Observing the vacuum Rabi splitting. A suitable observable
could be the averaged phonon cavity field amplitude |hb̂i|,
which we have calculated, Fig. 2a-d, in the so-called “two-
state approximation”27. On Fig. 2a we show the field ampli-
tude spectrum for wa = wr = 8GHz as two Rabi peaks at ±g
vs. external phonon driving frequency wd , while Fig. 2c shows
the “anticrossing picture” of the spectra at different acceptor-
resonator detuning Dar. Here the left resonance width and
(normalized) height are GL = sin2

Q0G+cos2
Q0k and cosQ0,

respectively, while for the right resonance they are obtained
via sinQ0 $ cosQ0, with tan(2Q0) = 2g/Dar.

Another experimental option to observe the dressed reso-
nance(s) is to sweep the qubit detuning (via the HHH-field) while
keeping the probe input in resonance with the phonon cavity,
Fig. 2d. As seen from Fig. 2c, the field amplitude will exhibit
a resonant dip; it is shown for four different cavity frequen-
cies, wr = 1, 4, 8, 14GHz. For large detuning the resonance
is approximately a Lorentzian (Fig. 2d) with a full width at
half maximum, {fwhm} ⇡ g2/k (a weak dependence on the
qubit relaxation G is suppressed for strong couplings).

With increasing temperature the Rabi peak width will be
broadened28 by the factor 1 + 2nth and the peak height will
decrease by 2pst � 1, where pst = (1 + nth)/(1 + 2nth) is the
ground state occupation number. These expressions are appli-
cable at low temperatures, when the average thermal phonon
number nth ⌘ 1/(exp [~wr/kBT ]� 1) is small (nth . 0.2 see,
e.g., Ref.29). For wr/2p = 8GHz the Rabi peaks will be
seen at 350mK, but are negligible at 1K (Fig. 2b). Actu-
ally, at higher temperatures, when nth & 1, the lowest dressed
states become saturated and in addition to these there will ap-
pear two broadened peaks (inside the Rabi doublet, Fig. 2a),
roughly at frequencies ±g[

p
n+1�

p
n], n ⇡ nth, so that at 1K

these peaks will dominate over the Rabi peaks29. These peaks
could be a first quantum signature of acceptor-resonator cou-
pling, when experiments are performed at the relatively high
temperature of 1K.

Measurement via photons and standard techniques. The
phonon probing can be performed using a recently proposed
phonon-to-photon translator (PPT)30 that can be realized on
the same patterned Si nanomembrane with a simultaneous
photon/phonon bandgap structure, Fig. 1c. The translator al-
lows for optical measurement techniques to be applied to
phononic components. We show in Fig. 2e a schematic of the
experiment, designed to measure the phonon cavity field am-
plitude hb̂i via a heterodyne optical measurement28. To be
able to scan around the mechanical resonance wr, one needs
optical frequency resolution (at w/2p ⇡ 200THz30) better
than the dressed state peak width, (G+k)/2p ⇡ 30�150kHz,
(at wr/2p ' 4 � 8GHz, Table 1). This can be achieved by
stabilization of the external photon probe to a bandwidth
of tens of kHz. In the on-chip implementation of the PPT
interface no photon should be allowed to enter the phoni-
ton system, to avoid ionization of the acceptor (Methods).
However, the estimated ionization cross section is small,
sphot ⇡ 8.6⇥10�23 m2, since interband transitions are forbid-
den: ~w ' 0.82eV < indirect bandgap in Si, and due to the
final state energy suppression, ⇠ 1/E3.5

f . (For 10 photons in
the cavity volume dl

2 one gets an acceptor lifetime of 12µs,
assuming maximum photon-acceptor overlap.) Note that ion-
ization can be further suppressed in regions of low photon in-
tensity.

The strong dispersive coupling regime is also reachable.
The dispersive coupling, c ⌘ g2/Dar, ranges from 0.04MHz
to 2.14MHz for the frequencies presented (Table 1). Since the
conditions Dar � 10g (dispersive regime) and g2/DarGrelax � 1
(good resolution of phonon number peaks) can be well ful-
filled in the GHz range, this would allow an experiment on
resolving the number states in the phononic cavity. In the dis-
persive regime one can apply two tones (as in circuit-QED21):
here, one tone is a phonon probe at wd , slightly detuned from
the resonator frequency wr (Fig. 2e). The second (spectro-

e.g.!for!10!photons,!one!gets!an!acceptor!lifeTme!of!12!

microseconds,!assuming!100%!photon!wave!funcTon!

overlap!N>!keep!photons!away!!

σ phot ∝1/ Ef
3.5
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Example: Optical access via on-chip PPT + cavity-phoniton!

50!
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What+it+looks+like+integrated+in+a+single+
chip+(a+cut:n’:paste+rendiBon):+

Photon!and!phonon!wavelengths!are!roughly!the!same.!
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Why is the acceptor-cavity system so exciting?!
•  Silicon is an extremely promising material system 

for nanomechanics"
–  And it will get better as materials/processes improve!

•  Engineered a new quantum system"
–  Half-phonon/half-matter: phoniton!
–  A non-linearity for coherent acoustic phonons"

•  The phonons can be the quantum object too"
–  Access to the acceptor qubit: spin readout"

•  Optical (telecom) access to spin qubit in silicon!"

–  Probably need a dil fridge unless you figure out how to do 
cooling without ionizing the acceptor (which is possible)"

•  Acceptor:Si nanomechanical:phoniton realizable"
–  Acceptors interesting in their own right – might be there already!"
–  Different physics than valley transiton - “Normal” dipole 

transition: place acceptor at max strain – not just a one-off!
–  Nice energy range, Fully tunable – two modes of operation!
–  Compatible on chip, “Simple” construction!
–  Building block of more complex quantum sound devices"

51!
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3 more things this system gives us…!

52!

ẑ = 200 nm

λq

λph = 500− 5000 nm

(Corresponding!to!accepter!

qubit!energy!splitng)!

When+λph/2+>+z,+phonon+
emission+should+be+
suppressed.+

++acBve+cooling+may/
should+be+possible.+

=+engineer+environment+to+
work+at+high+temp?+

Dispersive+acceptor+qubit+
readout+

7

FIG. 5: (color online). Transmission spectrum of the cavity,
which is “pulled” by an amount ±g2/! = 2.5 ! 10!4 ! !r,
depending on the state of the qubit (red for the excited state,
blue for the ground state). To perform a measurement of the
qubit, a pulse of microwave photons, at a probe frequency
!µw = !r or !r ± g2/! is sent through the cavity. Additional
peaks near " corresponding to qubit flips are suppressed by
g/!.

The state-dependent pull of the cavity frequency by
the qubit can be used to entangle the state of the qubit
with that of the photons transmitted or reflected by the
resonator. For g2/!! > 1, as in Fig. 5, the pull is greater
than the line width and irradiating the cavity at one of
the pulled frequencies "r ± g2/!, the transmission of the
cavity will be close to unity for one state of the qubit and
close to zero for the other [30].

Choosing the drive to be instead at the bare cav-
ity frequency "r, the state of the qubit is encoded in
the phase of the reflected and transmitted microwaves.
An initial qubit state |#! = $ |"! + % |#! evolves un-
der microwave irradiation into the entangled state |&! =
$ |", '! + % |#,$'!, where tan ' = 2g2/!!, and |±'! are
(interaction representation) coherent states with the ap-
propriate mean photon number and opposite phases. In
the situation where g2/!! % 1, this is the most appro-
priate strategy.

It is interesting to note that such an entangled state
can be used to couple qubits in distant resonators and
allow quantum communication [31]. Moreover, if an in-
dependent measurement of the qubit state can be made,
such states can be turned into photon Schrödinger cats
[15].

To characterize these two measurement schemes cor-
responding to two di"erent choices of the drive fre-
quency, we compute the average photon number inside
the resonator n̄ and the homodyne voltage on the 50#
impedance at the output of the resonator. Since the
power coupled to the outside of the resonator is P =
&n!!"r!/2 = &Vout!2/R, the homodyne voltage can be
expressed as &Vout! =

'
R!"r!&a + a†!/2 and is propor-

tional to the real part of the field inside the cavity.
In the absence of dissipation, the time dependence of

FIG. 6: (color online). Results of numerical simulations us-
ing the quantum state di#usion method. A microwave pulse
of duration " 15/" and centered at the pulled frequency
!r + g2/! drives the cavity. a) The occupation probability of
the excited state (right axis), for the case in which the qubit
is initially in the ground (blue) or excited (red) state and in-
tracavity photon number (left axis), are shown as a function
of time. Though the qubit states are temporarily coherently
mixed during the pulse, the probability of real transitions is
seen to be small. Depending on the qubit’s state, the pulse is
either on or away from the combined cavity-qubit resonance,
and therefore is mostly transmitted or mostly reflected. b)
The real component of the cavity electric field amplitude (left
axis), and the transmitted voltage phasor (right axis) in the
output transmission line, for the two possible initial qubit
states. The parameters used for the simulation are presented
in Table I.

the field inside the cavity can be obtained in the Heisen-
berg picture from Eqs. (12) and (20). This leads to a
closed set of di"erential equations for a, (z and a(z which
is easily solved. In the presence of dissipation however
(i.e. performing the transformation (11) on H! and H" ,
and adding the resulting terms to Eqs. (12) and (20)),
the set is no longer closed and we resort to numerical
stochastic wave function calculations [32].

Figures 6 and 7 show the numerical results for the two
choices of drive frequency and using the parameters of
Table I. For these calculations, a pulse of duration (
15/! with a hyperbolic tangent rise and fall, is used to
excite the cavity. Fig. 6 corresponds to a drive at the
pulled frequency "r + g2/!. In Fig. 6a) the probability

Circuit!QED,!Blais!et!al.!

χ phonon = 2g2 /Δ = 4 MHz
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OpBmized+Cavity+Mode,+straggle+not+an+issue+
Advantages:+
•  Maximum!strain!central!lobe!is!500nm!in!diameter!!

•  Basically!resolves!the!straggle!problem!

•  (d;r;w;a)!=!(160;200;75;500)!nm.!

•  With!Material!loss!!Q∼49,691!!
! Structure!L2!Hexagon!

Mode!

Q∼50,000+++++++++@+10+GHz+

VerGcalCCut1

Recall+Straggle+Constraints:+
VerTcal:!∼!50nm!±!20nm!!

Horizontal:!∼!20nm!±!25nm!!

Charles Reinke & Ihab 
El-Kady, Sandia National 

Labs, !
“Feasibility of quantum 

phonodynamics”!
Charles Tahan!
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Toward engineered quantum many-body phonon systems!

Soykal,!Tahan,!h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1302.5769!!

Talk:+U41.00004+:+Quantum+many+body+systems+with+qubits+
and+phonons+in+the+solid+state+
Oney!Soykal,!11:51!AM–12:03!PM,!Thursday,!March!21,!2013!

N!Room:!350!



Thank You!
•  Rusko Ruskov, Yun-Pil Shim, Oney Soykal!

Some!papers:!!

1.  “Sound:based+analogue+of+cavity:QED+in+
silicon”,!Phys.!Rev.!Le#.!107,!234402!(2011)!
N!h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1106.1654!

2.  “On:chip+quantum+phonodynamics”!N!
h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1208.1776!!

3.  “RelaxaBon+of+excited+spin,+orbital,+and+
valley+qubit+states+in+single+electron+silicon+
quantum+dots”!N!
h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1301.0260!!

4.  “Spin:valley+lifeBmes+in+a+silicon+quantum+
dot+with+tunable+valley+spliqng”!N!
h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1302.0983!!

5.   “Toward+engineered+quantum+many:body+
phonon+systems”+:++
h#p://arxiv.org/abs/1302.5769!!

Talk:+W26.00007+:+A+new+mechanism+for+
spin+and+valley+relaxaBon+in+silicon+
quantum+dots+
Rusko!Ruskov,!4:06!PM–4:18!PM,!

Thursday,!March!21,!2013,!!Room:!328!

Talk:+U41.00004+:+Quantum+many+body+
systems+with+qubits+and+phonons+in+the+
solid+state+
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